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Welcome to Profile 173
This is my first Profile as interim Editor and what a steep
learning curve it has been! My previous knowledge of Soil
Science Australia was limited to the calendar on the wall,
and I only knew of Profile from my husband Chris drawing
my attention to the occasional article he thought would
interest me.
The enthusiasm and dedication of members is obvious in
the Profile articles submitted and email exchanges I’ve
had. As an observer, I can see that Soil Science Australia
provides a wonderful platform for professional exchange
and collaboration. There is group rivalry, I’m sure, but I
also see support and common goals. Profile is a great
linking mechanism and I urge you all to continue to
support it with your articles, event reports and perhaps
even take on the position of Chief Editor advertised in this
edition.
This edition has been long awaited, but it was necessary
to include some important items (and to get them right)
for your consideration before voting at the AGM.
I hope you find Profile 173 enjoyable and useful.
Best wishes, Pauline
Pauline Gazey, Science with Style
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SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA & PROFILE INFORMATION

Soil Science Australia & Profile Information
Soil Science Australia is the name that the Australian Society of Soil Science Inc. uses for public
activities. The Society was founded in 1955 to work toward the advancement of soil science in the
professional, academic and technical fields. It comprises a Federal Council and seven branches: New
South Wales, Queensland, Riverina, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia.
Liability of members is limited. ABN 96 080 783 106
Website: http://www.soilscienceaustralia.org
Profile is a quarterly newsletter produced by Soil Science Australia.

SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA OBJECTIVES


To promote the field of soil science



To further the expertise in soil science of members



To be a forum for discussion on soil science



To increase government and community awareness of soil science



To liaise and cooperate with other organisations in support of mutual interests



To encourage research and extension in soil science



To promote wise management of
the soil resource throughout
Australia

PATRON
Soil Science Australia is fortunate to
have the support of our patron, Her
Excellency Ms Penelope Wensley AC,
Queensland Governor.

MEMBERSHIP
For all Soil Science Australia
membership and CPSS application
and renewal enquiries go to
www.soilscienceaustralia.org or
contact Linda Bennison at
office@soilscienceaustralia.org or
phone 03 5635 2370.

Patron of Soil Science Australia, Her Excellency Ms
Penelope Wensley AC, Queensland Governor.

Profile CONTRIBUTIONS
Contributions to Profile are welcome. Please email contributions to the editor at
profile@soilscienceaustralia.org
Profile is published in February, May, August and November. Deadlines for each issue are the last
day of the month preceding the issue, e.g. items for the August issue must be submitted by 30 July.
Send photos as separate image files. Please suggest a caption for each photo and provide the name
of the photographer.

ADVERTISING
Advertising in Profile is welcome but must be relevant to some aspect of soil science. Rates
(including GST) for advertising are full page $264, half page $121, quarter page $44, back cover full
page $330. Brief information about conferences, courses and scholarships is published free. For
advertising enquiries contact the editor at profile@soilscienceaustralia.org
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President’s report
Richard Doyle

I recently travelled to Brisbane for the Queensland Branch AGM and had discussions with many
about issues facing soil scientists in Queensland, our largest branch of the society. It was great to see
their “White Paper” on soil science and the efforts they are making to discuss the issues of the
retiring baby-boomer soil scientists, soil based skills shortages, soils training needs and the role of
CPSS. Their state government seems to be listening and I believe a forum on the matter is to be held
soon. I also discussed the agreed plans for the 2010 World Congress of Soil Science surplus funds and
their use over the next 10 years to assist soil scientists and students to attend both national soil
science conferences and World Congresses of Soil Science (WCSS). These funds would be in addition
to normal funding support for travel to conferences as provided by the Society. So get your
papers/abstracts ready – due 30 November, for the Korean WCSS. The issue of better connecting the
crop of young soil scientists coming up through the Society and how we might better define a voice
for them within the Society was also discussed.
I represent the Society on the Advocate for Soil Health’s Advisory Panel along with UWA’s Prof Lyn
Abbott, UNE’s Prof Iain Young and CSIRO’s Dr Neil McKenzie. I have been actively involved in that
panel in helping ensure a broad and positive approach to soil science is championed by the Advocate
and the parallel process of the Soils RD&E strategy development. To this affect I took some time
summarising 55 pages of members input on the Advocate’s 20 questions on the future and roles of
soil science and sent this document to him and the RD&E strategy group. Last week I attended the
Soils RD&E workshop in Canberra on behalf of the Society. It was good to see many familiar faces
and to be involved in such a positive and collegial process. I hope this leads to a clearer and stronger
focus on soils related issues and their research, development, and importantly, extension in the
future.
The Society’s AGM is now set down for 22 November in Melbourne. There were plans for a national
broadcasted webinar style AGM but this proved too expensive (≥ $5000) and so we are now nestled
in between the Victorian Branch AGM and the Leeper Lecture. I hope some of you can make it as we
have some important rule changes to finalise, which I believe will improve how the Society runs. The
key ones are rules on the new Fellowship category, streamlining the award rules and a change to
when we hold AGMs with regard to the financial year cycle – more details are provided in a separate
article below. I would like to sincerely thank Linda Bennison for all her very hard work on this. Linda
is a powerhouse of action working to help us professionally run the Society, retain members and
grow CPPS and I (and I think we) would be lost without her sterling efforts.
In June we ran a strategic planning session in Melbourne over two days to update the Society’s
strategic and communications plan for the upcoming two years of my presidency. I wish to thank all
the Federal Executive, all of whom were involved and also Richard MacEwan despite being very tired
after a long aeroplane trip back from Europe. The two days led to some key improvements in the
existing plan, including encouraging/recognising Indigenous soils expertise, which I summarise
below:

Priorities for 2013–2014
1. Membership management software and upgrade of web facilities – for more efficient Federal
Office and management.
2. Engaging with the Advocate for Soil Health and promoting CPSS to Government and industry.
3. Review of Society governance, rules and legal processes.
4. Providing support to Branches – e.g. more visits from the President, travel to conference support
etc.
5. Resolution of Fellowship member category.
6. Enacting the Communications Plan.
7. Develop better succession planning for the Society and CPSS.
Finally I have had several meetings in Hobart around the E(ART)H project and will submit to Federal
Council and members an updated “Pitch” document. We intend to take this to potential sponsors
and supporters starting with TMAG (Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery) and MONA (Museum of
New and Art). An abbreviated version of the E(ART)H “Pitch” is included later in PROFILE.
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Articles
Soil Mapping in the Territory just
got more serious
Jason Hill, Department of Land Resource
Management
The Northern Territory Government, Land
Assessment Unit has recently purchased a new
soil sampling rig. The rig is a trailer based set up
for remote area work with a 26 hp diesel engine
to assist the penetration of hard setting clay
soils, fitted with dual spare tyres and 60 L of
diesel. When working in remote areas for long
periods an entire field vehicle is usually
dedicated for equipment, food and water, and
camping gear so the trailer based setup enables
Soil Science Australia members Francis
the rig to be used when required, while not
Wait, Brian Lynch (left) and Jason Hill (far
right) receive training from Kevin Ewing
needing an additional dedicated vehicle in the
from EVH Drilling in Darwin.
field. This significant investment in new
equipment will improve the quality of soil data,
reduce time spent on site and enable deeper depths to be described and sampled. Further trialling of
the new rig will take place over the 2013/14 wet season before it makes its maiden field trip in the
2014 dry season.

Soils in the landscape — managing soils for agriculture and the
environment in Tasmania

Pre-conference tour for the Australian and New Zealand Soil Science Societies Conference: Soil
solutions for diverse landscapes, December 2012
Bill Cotching
Starting in Launceston, the tour travelled to Tasmania's northern Midlands to look at intensification
of agricultural use on Sodosols with problems of salinity, drainage and structural decline. The tour
combined the discussions of land use and capability with the World Reference Base classification as
well as classifying all soils visited according to Soil Taxonomy, Russian and Australian Soil
Classifications. This gave rise to lengthy, interesting, and at times contrasting views being expressed.
We then visited the Kayena vineyard of Tamar Ridge Estate wines. Discussion of Kurosol and
Dermosol classification even had our Russian colleague declaring that the soil we were looking at
with accompanying chemical analyses ‘could not exist’! Perhaps this statement was due to the wine
tasting and lunch provided by the vineyard prior to our discussions.
Day 2 had the tour travelling through the rolling north-west hinterland to look at intensive vegetable
cropping, erosion control techniques and effects of erosion on crop yields on the rich red Ferrosols.
We inspected a climo-sequence of Ferrosols
developed on basalt that were either Ferralsols or
Nitisols. A visit to Wings wild life park at Gunns
Plains had everyone swooning over a baby
wombat and we also managed to see Tassie devils,
wallabies and a wedgetail eagle. Our visit to the
Research dairy farm at Elliott introduced many to
the intricacies of managing an intensive dairy
farm. The dairy theme continued on day 4 when
we inspected a Hydrosol, a soil not commonly
seen or discussed by the international tour guests.
A long scenic drive to the west coast of Tasmania
Lunches on the pre-conference tour were
had us culminate the day on the beach where we
an opportunity to relax and sample some
looked at another less seen soil, an Organosol, a
of Tasmania’s produce.
soil order well represented in Tasmania.
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Our final day on tour had
several highlights including the
World Heritage area with great
scenery, a visit to ‘The Wall in
the Wilderness’ wood sculpture
at Derwent Bridge and then on
to Lake Echo. Mark Nicholson
of Lark Distillery turned on a
barbeque lunch with
accompanying whiskey tasting,
and we could all try our hand at
peat harvesting for whiskey
production. Participants saw
much of what Tasmania has to
offer in the form of scenery,
good food, good wine, and soils
that tested the world soil
classifications.

Harvesting peat was a new experience for many and led
to interesting discussions on how to manage these kinds
of resources.

Diatoms cause white coating of Condamine River weirs
John P Thompson PSM, PhD, Senior Principal Soil Microbiologist, Department of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Forestry, Leslie Research Facility, Toowoomba Qld

Abstract
The appearance of white material on weir walls and rocks along the Condamine River in AugustSeptember 2012 as water levels fell raised community concern. Dried flakes of the material collected
from the Cotswold Weir wall, were examined microscopically both before and after incubation in
water in diffuse sunlight. Frustules (silica cell walls) of dead diatoms were identified as forming the
white surface of the flakes by both differential interference contrast and scanning electron
microscopy. Underneath this white surface, the flakes were composed of filamentous green algae
and clay particles. The green algae were prominent after incubation but no live diatoms were
detected. The occurrence of this white coating is evidence of a preceding bloom of diatoms resulting
from suitable conditions of dissolved nitrogen, phosphorus and silica concentrations in the river
water, and of light penetration and temperature. The siliceous residue is relatively inert, and
therefore non-toxic to humans or stock drinking water from the river.

Introduction
In August-September 2012, white material was
observed coating rocks and the walls of a
number of weirs as the water level dropped
along the Condamine River system (Qld), for
example, the Cotswold Weir (Figure 1) located
between Condamine (26.93S 150.13E) and Surat
(27.17S 149.07E).
A number of articles appeared in the regional
press about the phenomenon with concerns
expressed by members of the community that
the white material was salt and that there had
been entry of salty water into the river system
from mining activities (e.g. ‘White residue in
Condamine River.’
www.suratbasin.com.au/story/2012/09/04/whit
e-residue-in-condamine-river)

Figure 1. The Cotswold Weir wall on the
Condamine River between Condamine
and Surat coated with white material
(photo by Dr John Standley).

Investigations reported by Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection (‘White
material in Condamine River tested’ http://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/mediareleases/2012-09condamine-river.htmll) concluded that the material was probably composed of carbonates that had
been deposited naturally and had not originated from any form of river pollution. Water testing
found no significant change in the salinity of the river.
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Sunwater concluded that the white material coating the
Chinchilla Weir wall (27.46S, 151.43E) was algae that had
grown on the wall during prolonged water flow and that had
now dried and bleached in the sun
(http://www.suratbasin.com.au/news/there-is-somethingin-our-town-water/1506088/).
Because the exact nature of the white material was
uncertain, a direct microscopic examination of it was
undertaken both before and after incubation in illuminated
water to help elucidate its cause.

Results of observations
Samples of the dried material coating Cotswold Weir wall
provided by Dr John Standley consisted of flakes up to 5 cm
across that were grey-white on the topside and grey black
on the underside with adherent smaller flakes of green
(Figure 2). Measurement by micrometer showed the
material to be 200 μm thick.

Figure 2. Upper (top) and
lower surfaces of a dried flake
of white material collected
from the weir wall.

When observed under a stereo microscope with incident
light at magnifications up to x128, the upper surface appeared white and shiny with fine granular
structure and a few flecks of dark colour. A drop of dilute hydrochloric acid was placed on the upper
surface of a flake and observed under a stereomicroscope. Isolated bubbles formed slowly from
within the material indicating the presence of carbonates, but there was not rapid effervescence
from the white surface indicating that it was not
primarily composed of carbonates.
Scrapings were taken of the white surface and
mounted in water on microscope slides and
observed at magnifications up to x1000 using
differential interference microscopy. The
spindle-shaped frustules (silica cell walls) of dead
diatoms about 20 μm long were clearly evident
(Figure 3) at magnification of x400 and greater.
Flakes (~2 cm long) of the material from the
Cotswold Weir wall were placed in glass jars,
covered with ~2 cm of either tap water or
deionised water, and placed in the light from a
south-facing window. After 24 hours, parts of the
top surface of the material in all jars appeared
green.

Figure 4. Filamentous, multicellular green
algae growing within a flake of white
material from the weir wall after 4 days
incubation in water in the light as seen by
differential interference contrast
microscopy. The size marker represents
50 μm.
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Figure 3. Silica frustules of diatoms seen
in scrapings from the white upper surface
of a dried flake of white material
collected from the Weir wall when viewed
by interference contrast microscopy. The
size marker represents 10 μm.
Microscope slides were made of the green
material and examined by brightfield and
differential interference contrast microscopy at
magnifications up to x400. A mat of filamentous
green algae was readily seen under the
microscope (Figure 4). Amongst the filaments of
the algae were diatom frustules. The algae
appeared to be covered with an amorphous
brown material.
Microscope slides prepared from the bottom of
the flakes after incubation in water showed the
presence of much particulate material, probably
mainly clay particles and decomposed organic
matter.
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Scanning electron micrographs
After diatom frustules were
observed with light microscopy,
further images of the surface of
the white material were obtained
with a scanning electron
microscope by Ms Rachel
Hancock, Queensland University
of Technology. Samples of the
white flakes were adhered to a
conductive stub and gold coated
with a LEICA EM SCD005. Images
were collected on a FEI Quanta
200 Scanning Electron
Microscope at 10 kV. It is clear
that most of the white surface is
composed of the frustules of
pennate diatoms Figure 5.

Discussion
Figure 5. Scanning electron micrograph (400x
magnification) showing a freshwater radial diatom
(short cylinders end to end) surrounded by pennate
diatoms. The size marker represents 400 μm.

The appearance of white material
coating reservoir walls and rocks
along the Condamine River is due
to a bloom of diatoms. Diatoms
are microscopic single-celled
algae which are common in aqueous environments in nature. They uniquely possess a cell wall
composed of silica which, when the diatoms die, can be left as a coating of white, siliceous frustules
over solid material. Freshwater diatoms pass through boom and bust cycles such that the white
deposition can quickly appear. In the material examined from the weir wall, there was a white
vitreous coating of diatom frustules over a dried mat of filamentous green algae with a fine
particulate under-surface to the mat. It is also possible for diatoms growing in the upper layer of a
water body to leave a white coating over rocks as the water level drops.
Diatoms are photosynthetic organisms that rely on chlorophyll (a different type from that in plants)
to convert carbon dioxide into organic food for their growth and energy. They require light for
photosynthesis and therefore live in the upper parts of any water body or in contact with rocks etc.
near the top of the water. As the water level recedes or water ceases coming over a reservoir wall
they may die leaving their frustules as a white coating.
Like plants and other algae, diatoms require inorganic nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus for
their growth. Importantly, they also require a level of silicic acid dissolved in the water for them to
synthesise their frustules. Diatoms can bloom when these conditions in the water are met and other
environmental conditions become favourable, including suitable temperature and light penetration
of the water. Rain resulting in runoff from land into a river system can increase silicic acid and
nutrient levels (e.g. from soil sediment and from bacterial decomposition of plant leaves) and when
temperature becomes favourable diatoms may bloom, e.g. in spring. In some parts of North
America, diatoms bloom in creeks in autumn because falling leaves increase nutrients in creeks and
allow more sunlight to reach the water. (see http://people.westminstercollege.edu/faculty/
tharrison/emigration/diatoms.htm). Runoff into the Condamine during flood conditions has probably
increased nutrient and silicic acid levels. Dr Andrew Biggs (Senior Soil Scientist, Department of
Natural Resources and Mines, pers. comm.) has suggested that increased flow of groundwater
entering the river system may also have increased concentrations of dissolved silica. This, combined
with a more recent decrease in turbidity of the Condamine River (Dr Chris Hill and Andrew Connor,
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection, Queensland, pers. comm.), might have allowed
greater light penetration into the water stimulating diatom growth.
The bi-symmetric, pennate diatoms found in these samples from the Cotswold Weir wall belong to a
group that is common in freshwater environments. The silica frustule consists of two halves that fit
together by overlapping to enclose the diatom. Diatom frustules have geometric arrangements of
pores through which nutrients and gases pass (Figures 6 and 7). The intricate patterns of pores and
ridges are used in species identification. Radially-symmetric diatoms are common in marine
environments and are a significant component of plankton, but some species also occur in
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freshwaters. Geological deposits
of ‘diatomaceous earth’
composed of diatom frustules
have been used industrially for
abrasives and filters.

Figure 6. Scanning electron micrograph (8000x
magnification) showing two sizes of diatom frustules
composed of two overlapping shells. The size marker
represents 20 μm.

Previously on the Darling Downs,
a similar encrustration of diatoms
was seen coating the soil surface
of a low area in a farmer’s
paddock when it dried out after
water laid there during prolonged
wet weather. This raised fears of
salting but measurements
showed that the electrical
conductivity of the soil was
normal. Microscopic observations
by Dr Thompson of scrapings of
the white material coating the
soil surface showed the presence
of diatom frustules. Furthermore,
prolonged illuminated incubation
of pieces of white-coated soil in
water resulted in growth of green
algae and many diatoms.
Incubation of the flakes from the
weir did not result in growth of
diatoms and possibly the
conditions of incubation, e.g. level
of silicic acid in the tap water and
deionised water together with
any contribution from the flakes
themselves, may not have been
sufficient for diatom growth.
Nonetheless, it is apparent that
the white, vitreous coatings on
the weirs and rocks of the
Condamine River are due to
deposition of the silica frustules
of diatoms following a recent
bloom of diatoms in the river
system.

Conclusion
Because the white coating from
diatoms is siliceous it is relatively
Figure 7. Scanning electron micrograph of a radial
inert (like glass and quartz) and
diatom (8,000x magnification) from the white coating.
cannot be confused with salt
The size marker represents 20 μm.
(which will dissolve in water) or
carbonates (which will effervesce in dilute acid liberating carbon dioxide). This white siliceous
material probably presents no health risk to humans or livestock using water from the Condamine
River. These results support the conclusion that the white material is not salt contamination from
mining or agricultural activities located in the Condamine catchment.

Acknowledgement
I thank the Condamine-Balonne Water Committee for paying for the electron microscope images
from Queensland University of Technology.
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Members
Obituary Douglas James Reuter
Prepared by Ben Robinson and Mike McLaughlin
Dr Douglas James Reuter was born in Adelaide on
30 September 1940 and studied at East Adelaide Primary School
and Pulteney Grammar School. He studied Agricultural Science
at the University of Adelaide and graduated with a BAgSc in
1963.
After graduation Doug joined the South Australian Department
of Agriculture in the Soils Branch and this was the start of a long
and distinguished career contributing to soil and agricultural
sciences. Doug married Phyl Nash in 1964 and they had two
daughters, Sally and Katie.
Doug studied for a MAgSc at the University of Adelaide and this
began his interest in trace elements in agricultural systems. He
Douglas James Reuter
graduated in 1972, and then ventured west to study for his PhD
at Murdoch University under Alan Robson and Jack Loneragan where he studied the copper and zinc
requirements of subterranean clover, graduating in 1981.
Doug returned to South Australia and started research programs on nitrogen and phosphorus
requirements of cereals and nutrient cycling in pasture-crop rotations. Doug became Chief of the
Crop Research Branch of the South Australian Department of Agriculture in 1990 before moving to
become Deputy Chief in CSIRO Division of Soils and Officer in Charge of the Adelaide Laboratories.
Aside from his “day job” Doug took a very active leadership role in his profession. He was passionate
about the diagnosis of nutrient deficiencies in soils and crops, and he was instrumental in the
establishment of the Australasian Soil and Plant Analysis Council, that aims to improve soil and plant
testing from analysis through to interpretation of data. He was co-editor of the Australian “bibles”
on soil and plant analysis and interpretation “Soil analysis: an interpretation manual” and “Plant
analysis: an interpretation manual”. These are highly cited reference works that have had an
international impact.
Doug was also heavily involved with development of indicators of soil and catchment health and
played a lead role in the National Land and Water Resources Audit which took a snapshot of
Australia’s Natural Resources in the early 2000’s and was used a as a basis for prioritising research on
soil acidification, sodicity, salinisation, etc. He was a member of the AW Howard Memorial Trust
from 1991 to 2012, and for many years convenor of the Selection sub-committee
Doug was a rigorous researcher who aimed to improve the management of soils for agricultural
production, to assist farmers make appropriate fertiliser decisions and to protect the environment.
He was visionary in his goals and he leaves a strong legacy of achievements that researchers and
farmers still benefit from today.
Doug was also a great mentor of young scientists and played an active role in many professional
societies. He was made a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology in
1998 and received an Inaugural Award of the Australasian Soil and Plant Analysis Council in 2000 in
recognition of his leadership role in the establishment of that organisation.
Doug was as proud of his scientific achievements on the state and national stage as he was of Phyl
and his “girls”. We will all miss him.
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Revised Society Rules
Special Resolution planned for the 2013 Society AGM
Linda Bennison, Executive Officer
We last updated the Rules in 2005 and with the growth in Society activities, Federal Council
supported an amendment of the Rules. So what are the major changes that members should be
aware of?

Part 1 Preliminary
Changes in the definitions
 The end of financial year has been altered to July 31. This will not impact on the subscription
year but will impact on the auditing of the financial accounts. The reason for suggesting the
change is that the AGM should be held within 5 months of the end of the financial year. The
Society tends to hold the AGM later in the year, to coincide with the National Soils Conference
wherever possible, which places the Society in breach of the Act. There will be an additional
accounting fee next year of around $200 should members approve this rule change as there will
be an additional financial statement for the interim period (January to July) then we revert to an
annual audit again (August to July).


Executive officer replaces Public officer as the back-up for Secretary. This is an administrative
change; should there be a vacancy with the Secretary position then the EO will perform the tasks
of the Secretary in the interim period. The Public Officer lodges the annual statement for the
Society in the ACT but is not involved with the administration of the Society so it is not
appropriate to expect the Public Officer to act as Secretary.



CPSS Board is introduced into the definitions as the committee of management of the CPSS
accreditation program.

Name
The name used for promotional activities of the Society shall be Soil Science Australia, has been
added (1.2.1.2) and the name of the Society, Australian Society of Soil Science Incorporated remains
unaltered (1.2.1.1).

Part 2 Membership


The Company category of membership has been removed (old Rule 2.1.2 and any subsequent
references to corporate membership including fees and cessation of membership). This category
was introduced with the update of the Rules in 2005 but not found relevant so this is essentially
tidying up the Rules. The suggestion for the future is that company involvement with the Society
may be better dealt with via sponsorship than corporate membership.



The addition of a Patron (2.1.7) is new and has the limitation of one patron at a time and
expects that the Patron has an interest in soils and soil science and would assist the Society to
achieve its objectives wherever possible.



Changes in procedure for nomination of membership are a) if an applicant for membership is
not known the federal and relevant branch president may endorse the nomination and b) details
of the application rather than a copy of the membership application form can be forwarded to
the relevant branches. This reflects a) the change in membership criteria requiring an interest
rather than a formal qualification in soil science and b) use of electronic correspondence.



The register of members has been moved in the Rules to a more relevant place but the text has
not been altered.



Termination of membership has been given a heading (2.8) and transferred from the current 2.5
Cessation of membership. No change in text has occurred.

The intent is to create a more logical layout in the Rules with changes in headings.

Part 3 Federal Council
The proposed rules provide more definition of the roles of Executive and Ordinary members at
Federal and Branch level.


A new heading has been introduced to define Ordinary Members of Council (3.2.4 and 3.2.5).
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Federal Executive term is now shown to conclude at the AGM where an election takes place
(3.2.3.1).



3.2.3.4 introduces a new rule allowing the Vice President to be President Elect (for succession
planning purposes), however if the Vice President is unable to continue on to the President role
then an election can be held. This is designed to provide stability with the Federal Executive.



3.2.6 recognises the Executive Officer, appointment and termination of the EO and provides
authority for the EO to sign on behalf of the Society.

There is a change in the nomination of office bearer candidates for Federal Council for administrative
reasons. The original rules stipulate that nominations of candidates must be received not less than 7
days before the AGM. The proposed Rules ask for nominations to be received 21 days before the
AGM. This is part of the move toward electronic voting in the future; 21 days will allow an online poll
to be opened to members to cast their vote. It is anticipated that this will encourage and enable all
members to vote not just those attending the meeting.
Additional detail has been added in most cases.


The president role now has, 3.4.1.1 the president shall be the Society representative on the IUSS
and shall chair meetings and work toward achieving the Society’s objects and purposes. This
replaces Rules 5.13 Representation of federal council on the IUSS introduced in 2005 prior to the
th
Society hosting the 19 World Congress of Soil Science in Brisbane.



Vice President shall also be President Elect and be responsible for reviewing the Society’s
governing documents and membership.



The Treasurer shall now chair the Finance Review Governance and Risk committee.



The Secretary no longer needs to have the Minutes signed at the meeting. Meetings are now
held via teleconference and secretary and presiding chair of a meeting may not be at the same
venue. The exception is the AGM where it remains. Overseeing the list of members has been
transferred to the Vice President.



Election of Council officers is defined. Branches elect the President and the branch President is a
member of Federal Council. No change to the existing practice. Same for committees where the
process is defined.



Branch presidents are now listed in the Rules as being responsible for providing a report at
Federal Council meetings on branch activities and attending Federal Council meetings or
arranging a proxy. Same with committees. Again this is the current practice and the change is for
the Rules to document it. Branches have been given an option of referring members to Federal
Council where the Rules on discipline and appeals process of members would apply. Branches
are also requested to forward their committee meeting minutes to the federal secretary and
federal office.



Delegation by federal council to committee has had clauses 3.10.6.1 and 3.10.6.2 rearranged.

Generally speaking the changes are reflecting the actual practice. Branches still have the right to
draft by-laws etc.

Part 4 General Meetings


First change is the heading 4.1 from ‘holding’ to ‘convening’ and 4.2 has calling of removed.



Removal of the date May 31 (4.1.1) to reflect the proposed change in the financial year.



Include appointing an auditor at the AGM as 4.2.1.5.



Heading 4.2 has the text ‘calling of’ removed.

Part 5 Miscellaneous


The Public Officer has been moved to this section, text remains unaltered and a new clause has
been added stating the Public Officer must lodge the annual statement.



The Federal Office has defined roles in administration.



Funds management has been restructured so clause old rule 5.3.5.1. appears as the first clause
5.4.21 in the proposed rule.



Alteration of the Rules – 5.4.2 sentence on amending Part 6 Awards has been removed as it is
not possible to do this without a special resolution and there is no exception to this Rule.
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Part 6 Awards
Major changes in restructuring have been made to all of the Awards. Key criteria for all awards was
recorded then the award conditions were reorganised under a consistent set of headings:
Description, Medal Committee, Conditions, Nomination Process and Medal Presentation then the
key criteria were re-instated under the relevant award headings. Most of the criteria are
standardised, for example award committee members are not eligible for an award whilst on
committee or able to endorse an application.
The exception is the JK Taylor OBE Gold Medal in Soil Science where in addition to the above a
section Bequest was included and clause 6.2.4 was removed. The trustees of the JK Taylor Award
have been consulted and approved the changes to the JK Taylor award Rules.
The major change with awards is the introduction of a fellowship award.
Fellowships were discussed at the 2012 AGM, reported in several articles in Profile and discussed
further during 2013. Federal Council reached agreement for Fellowships to be an award and not
membership category. All text is new and is provided in a separate article below.

Part 7 Accreditation
A new section on Accreditation has been introduced. The CPSS accreditation program has continued
to grow since the Rules were last amended in 2005 and it is now accepted as one of the key activities
of the Society. The new section provides the governance criteria, and the operational guidelines will
be via bylaws, similar to how the Branches operate. Previously the CPSS board operated via an
instrument in writing from Federal Council. The actual powers of the Board remain the same but the
new section now documents it in the Rules along with the disciplinary process for accreditation.
Section 7 is provided below for your information.
PART 7 ACCREDITATION
CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL SOIL SCIENTIST (CPSS) ACCREDITATION
The Society will offer Certified Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS) accreditation to suitably qualified
Members.
The CPSS accreditation program will be managed by a CPSS Board with authority from Federal
Council.
Stages of accreditation offered, application and annual fees charged, forms and criteria for
accreditation, will be determined by the CPSS Board and approved by Federal Council.
CPSS ENTITLEMENTS
A right, privilege or obligation that a person has by means of being a CPSS accredited Member of the
Society –
is not capable of being transferred or transmitted to another person or entity; and
terminates on cessation of the person’s membership.
A person ceases to be a CPSS accredited Member of the Society if the person –
dies.
resigns from membership of the Society.
is suspended by the CPSS Board.
is expelled from the Society.
fails to renew membership of the Society and pay the appropriate fees.
THE CPSS BOARD
Powers of the CPSS Board
The CPSS Board, subject to the Act, the Regulations, these Rules and any resolutions passed by the
Society in general meeting shall be established by Federal Council.
The Federal Council may, by instrument in writing, revoke wholly or in part, any delegation.
The CPSS Board has the power to perform all such acts and do all such things as appear to the CPSS
Accreditation Board to be necessary or desirable for the proper management of the CPSS
accreditation program.
Any act or thing done or suffered by the CPSS Board acting in the exercise of a delegation under
these Rules or by delegation has the same force and effect as it would have if it had been done or
suffered by the Federal Council.
Role of the CPSS Board
The role of the CPSS Board is to
manage the accreditation program.
maintain and regularly review the Standards for Professionals in Soil Science, Rules, Codes and
other key documents published by the Board from time to time.
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ensure that the accreditation program supports the objective of encouraging on-going
professional development of soil scientists.
Membership and Operation
The Board shall normally consist of a minimum of four (4) and a maximum of six (6) board Members
with backgrounds representative of the academia, consulting, research or Government sectors.
The Board must include a current or past President of the Society or a current or past President of a
Branch of the Society.
The Chair and Deputy Chair shall be elected by the Board at the first meeting of each year.
The term of the Chair and Deputy Chair appointments is one (1) year and the maximum term for a
Chair shall normally be three (3) consecutive terms.
The Chair of the CPSS Board will sit as a Member of the Society’s Federal Council and report on CPSS
Board matters to each Federal Council meeting.
Board Members will each have one voting right with the Chair to have the casting vote in the event
of a tied vote.
Appointment to and Period of Office on the CPSS Board
Changes in membership of the CPSS Board are to be proposed by the current CPSS Board and
forwarded to the Federal Executive for approval. The Federal Executive will table any changes in
membership of the CPSS Board at the next Federal Council meeting.
Board Members shall ordinarily hold Office for a term of two (2) years from the date on which they
were elected.
In the event of an early vacancy during a term of appointment a replacement Board Member may be
appointed according to Rule 7.3.4.1.
The term of a Board Member can be extended for further two (2) year terms with approval of the
CPSS Board and the Federal Executive.
CPSS COMMITTEES
The Board will have authority to create Committees to examine subjects of interest to the Board.
A Committee shall report to the CPSS Board and the CPSS Board may disband it at any time.
The Board shall appoint Committee Members and select the chair of the Committee.
DISCIPLINE AND APPEAL PROCESS
Where the CPSS Board is of the opinion that a Member has refused or neglected to comply with a
provision of the CPSS accreditation program or has acted in a manner prejudicial to the interests of
the CPSS accreditation program the Board may revoke the accreditation or suspend the Member
from such rights and privileges of CPSS accreditation as the Board may determine.
Where the Board approves action under Rule 7.5.1 the Secretary of the Board shall, as soon as
practicable, cause a notice in writing to be served on the Member –
setting out the action of the CPSS Board and the grounds on which it is based; and
informing the Member that the Member may either attend and speak, or submit written
representation at a CPSS Appeals Committee meeting relating to the action taken by the Board.
APPEALS COMMITTEE
The CPSS Appeals Committee will comprise the Federal President, the Chair of the CPSS Board and a
Member accredited at the highest CPSS stage and selected by the President.
The Appeals Committee will be constituted when an appeal is lodged with the CPSS Board and disbanded
after the Appeal is heard.
The CPSS Appeals Committee meeting must give due consideration to any written or oral representations
submitted to the Board by that Member at or prior to the meeting and determine whether to confirm or to
revoke the action of the CPSS Board made under Rule 7.5.1.
The Secretary to the Board will, by notice in writing, inform the Member of the decision of the CPSS Appeals
Committee. The decision of the CPSS Appeals Committee shall be final.

Members are asked to vote on the adoption of the amended Rules. The choice will be for members
to vote for all sections or clauses in total (preferred) or to vote for each section or clause separately.
Voting Link
The proposed Rules are on the home page of the web site in Current Topics as well as on the
Downloads page under Society documents. Although all the substantial proposed changes are
covered in my message above, there are many other minor details required and these are too
numerous to list here, so we encourage you to compare the old and new documents if you wish (see
links below).
Proposed Rules for consideration at the 2013 Annual General Meeting
Rules (updated September 2009)
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Statement of Purposes (amended 2005)
Please note that The Statement of Purposes remains unchanged so the proposed alterations are
largely operational.
If members want further information about the proposed changes to the Rules please call me at the
federal office on 03 5635 2370.
Linda Bennison, Executive Officer

Soil Science Australia Fellowship
Richard Doyle
Dear Members,
After several years of discussion at federal council level and at the Society’s AGM in Hobart last
December we are ready to launch and vote on a new Award category—Fellowship of the Society.
The debate in the Society around this was very vigorous and healthy. It eventually lead to a
consensus of the protractors and detractors, well most of them anyway, and after studying the Kiwi’s
Fellowship rules we suggest the rules be as outlined below. I believe this is a great development for
the Society and I thank all those who have been part of the debate, I also thank Linda Bennison,
Robert White and Richard McEwan for the detailed background work on this and now ask you to
vote in support of this important rule change for the Society. It is presented here in full so you can
see it in detail, let’s say full disclosure!
1.1.1.

Description
1.1.1.1. The Society shall award annually a ‘Soil Science Australia Fellowship’ as an honour conferred
for exceptional achievement and distinction in any or all of the following areas related to
soils—research, technology, teaching, extension and/or the advancement of soil science.
1.1.1.2. The Soil Science Australia Fellowship will recognise preeminent soil scientists within Soil
Science Australia.
1.1.1.3. The Soil Science Australia Fellowship consists of a framed certificate provided by Federal
Council and the Fellow may use the letters FSSA after their name only whilst they are an
active financial Member of the Society.

1.1.2.

Committee
1.1.2.1. The Fellowship Committee shall judge all nominations for a Soil Science Australia Fellowship.
1.1.2.2. The Fellowship Committee will be constituted and appointed by Federal Council prior to May
31 each year. Federal Council may in the event of a vacancy occurring on the Fellowship
Committee appoint a Member from Federal Council as may be required to maintain the
Committee. Federal Council may at any time disband and reconstitute the Fellowship
Committee.
1.1.2.3. The Fellowship Committee shall normally consist of the Federal President, Federal Vice
President, Federal Past President and a Fellow who received his award in the previous two
years. The President of the Society shall normally act as Chair of the Fellowship Committee.
1.1.2.4. Members of the Fellowship Committee shall not be a nominator, seconder, supporter or
referee of a Fellowship candidate.
1.1.2.5. Members of the Fellowship Committee shall be ineligible for the award during their term on
the Fellowship Committee.
1.1.2.6. The Fellowship Committee will forward its recommendation to Federal Council who shall be
responsible for confirming the award of a Soil Science Australia Fellow.

1.1.3.

Conditions
1.1.3.1. The nominee must be an active financial ordinary or honorary Member of the Society.
1.1.3.2. Up to three Fellowships may be awarded annually, except in 2014 and 2015 when up to five
Fellowships may be awarded in each year.
1.1.3.3. If in the opinion of the Fellowship Committee no outstanding application is received in a
particular year the Fellowship Committee may decline to award a Fellowship for that year.
1.1.3.4. Nominations that are not successful in the first instance can be revised and resubmitted
once only at a later time.

1.1.4.

Nomination Process
1.1.4.1. Nominations must be made on the prescribed application form, available from the Federal
Office or Soil Science Australia website, and shall be submitted electronically to the Federal
Secretary and copied to the Federal Office not later than May 31 annually.
1.1.4.2. Nominations are confidential to the Fellowship Committee and the Federal Secretary will
forward them to the Chair of the Fellowship Committee. The nominator is considered
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responsible for confirming the successful receipt of the nomination by the Federal Secretary
if they have not received acknowledgement of receipt within seven days of submitting the
nomination.
1.1.4.3. Nominations must be made by a proposer and seconder who must be financial Members of
the Society, supported by five additional financial Members of the Society and accompanied
by the following documents:
1.1.4.3.1. nomination statement prepared by the nominator of up to 1000 words stating
why the nominee is worthy of receiving a Fellowship
1.1.4.3.2. where applicable up to five of the nominees most significant publications or
other works. These works shall preferably be lodged electronically but non
electronic format will be acceptable. Non-electronic lodgement requires four
copies to be submitted to the Federal Office.
1.1.4.3.2. nominee’s curriculum vitae
1.1.4.3.2. names of at least three referees that can be contacted to provide a written
report as to the standing and reputation of the nominee in the profession of soil
science.
1.1.5.

Award Presentation
1.1.5.1. The decision of the Fellowship Committee shall be forwarded to the Federal Secretary
before October 31 each year; Federal Council will consider the recommendation from the
Fellowship Committee at their final meeting of the year.
1.1.5.2. Fellowships shall be presented by the Federal President or proxy at each national conference
held by Soil Science Australia or at another event determined by the Federal Council.

Dear Members,
Thanks very much to everyone who has expressed an interest in helping with Profile.

We are still looking for a Chief Editor
Please consider making this greatly appreciated contribution to your Society. Contact
Linda Bennison at the Federal Office (03 5635 2370 or office@soilscienceaustralia.org) for details.

We are interested to hear your point of view
Federal Council is considering changes to the format of Profile. Would you like more technical
content; more member stories and event information? Anything else? Let us know what you love
about Profile and if there is anything you would like to see changed. Please email Linda Bennison
office@soilscienceaustralia.org with your comments by 30 November 2013.
Thanks very much,
Sarah Richards, Federal Secretary, Soil Science Australia

Finally — a new web site and automated membership software

Over the past decade you may have noticed the introduction of membership software suitable for
not for profit associations (or possibly not—although you probably monitored the new soil related
software...). Originally this software cost between $40 000 and $150 000 depending how much code
needed to be written and the number of functions you required. Fortunately with time, the available
software has dropped in price and increased in functionality; so much so, that the Society has
negotiated a deal for just under $4000 annually. This will provide membership software for 1000
members, a member self service function, events function, a member directory, and an accounts
receivable section. All designed to automate processes and add efficiency to the administration of
the society.
In addition the Society web site is being upgraded. Over time the existing web site has become text
heavy and non-intuitive for browsing. We now do things differently on the web and it is time to have
a fresh start. Continuing with the policy to use open source software a Joomla template has been
selected and Latrobe-IT, who have helped develop the last couple of sites and provide excellent
customer service at a reasonable price, will oversee the process. The budget for this is under $3000.
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So, please be patient. Maintenance on the existing web site is limited to the essentials as we work
toward rolling out the new site. The new site has to be ready by the end of the year so further
updates and instructions will be provided to members via individual emails.
If you have any suggestions for pages on the new web site please send them to
office@soilscienceaustralia.org along with any other comments that can help create a more
professional web presence for the Society.

Dokuchaev Award — Alex McBratney

The IUSS recently announced that Alex McBratney from the University of
Sydney is the 2014 winner of the Dokuchaev Award. The IUSS
Dokuchaev award is presented at each World Congress of Soil Science to
recognise outstanding contributions to soil science. This prestigious
award is generally regarded as the Nobel Prize in soil science.
Alex is passionate about the sustainable use and management of the soil
system. Alex leads one of the strongest university-based research groups
on soil resource assessment internationally, working on the basic
theoretical, methodological and applied aspects. Methodologically, he
has developed new approaches for numerical soil classification and
mapping of soil classes, particularly using the theory of fuzzy sets. The
group has also been instrumental in developing methods of spatial
analysis for describing and predicting field soil attributes based on
geostatistics and generalised linear and non-linear models. Most
recently, his research group has developed new methods of spatial
sampling including spatially-constrained Latin hypercube sampling and
random toposequences; and new models for soil inference using
pedotransfer functions and infrared spectroscopy. These methods have
been eagerly adopted by research groups and practitioners worldwide.
Digital soil assessment applications spans scales from catchments to the
globe. The methodology, which includes novel sampling, measurement,
spatial and temporal prediction and modelling techniques, is the basis
for a truly international global digital soil map proposal
(www.globalsoilmap.net ) which is going to be funded by the Gates
Foundation as well as for collaborative work with state and federal
agencies in Australia. All the theoretical and applied work so far
developed can now be brought to bear to powerfully tackle the
challenging problem at hand.
The Dokuchaev Award consists of an engraved medal, a certificate, a
honorarium and financial support to attend the presentation at the
World Congress of Soil Science in Korea in 2014. Congratulations Alex!

Prof Alex McBratney
“I have to say I am both
thrilled and surprised.
A lot of credit is due to
my co-authors,
collaborators and
colleagues. I have been
so fortunate to have
had great people to
work with. I also
recognise I have been
privileged to work at
quality institutions like
Aberdeen University,
Rothamsted, CSIRO and
the University of Sydney
and to visit and
collaborate with many
others across the
world.”

Need plant tissue or fatty acids analysis?
 Let Waite Analytical Services help 
Trace elements and fatty acids specialists!
 Fast turnaround times

 Competitive rates

 Trusted, reliable and accredited  Run by researchers for
researchers
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Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award won by Ravi Naidu

Congratulations to Professor Ravi Naidu who has won this year’s Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award.
This award is named after Richard Pratt who was a lifetime member of the Banksia Foundation—a
not-for-profit organisation dedicated to the inspiration of sustainable development through positive
reinforcement. The Award recognises an individual executive's contribution towards the economic,
social or environmental sustainability achievements of the organisation or company they work for
and which also benefits the world.
Professor Ravi Naidu is the Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director of the Cooperative
Research Centre for Contamination Assessment and
Remediation of the Environment (CRC CARE)—a centre that he
initiated. His work focuses on the remediation of contaminated
soil, water and air, and the potential impacts of contaminants
upon environmental and human health at local, national and
global levels.
Ravi has helped revolutionise contamination science by leading
the move to a risk-based approach to managing contaminated
sites. By demonstrating that contaminants only pose a risk if
they can be taken up by humans, animals, plants and other
biota with adverse effects, he has helped pioneer a more
rational, effective and affordable approach to contamination
science and actual clean-up, which has been adopted in
Australia and worldwide. He has also been a leader in the shift
to in situ remediation and cleaning up contamination where it
Professor Ravi Naidu with
lies, rather than the traditional 'dig and dump' approach.
Jeanne Pratt.
Together, these approaches potentially save industry millions,
if not billions, of dollars annually and make clean-up far more
feasible and attractive. Through his teaching and mentorship, Ravi has also helped foster the next
generation of Australian clean-up scientists.
In accepting the award, Ravi acknowledged the contribution of his team at the University of South
Australia:
I cannot think of a better vindication of our achievements than a Banksia Award. Our success would not
have been possible without the dedication of the researchers, students and staff who make CRC CARE
what it is. This award is as much for them as it is for me.

Member update
Robert Patterson
Early in the year, Profile identified soil related conferences for 2013, and in there were two
conferences in Europe, just a few weeks apart from each other later this year. What an ideal
opportunity to have a work related trip and join other soil scientists for
some interesting field trips.
Dr Bob Patterson (CPSS-3), Lanfax Laboratories, Armidale, nominated
abstracts for both conferences and was invited to speak at both in
Europe in September/October 2013. At the 7th International Conference
of the Urban Soils Working Group of the International Union of Soil
Sciences, Bob presented his paper "Disturbance of soils for food
production by urban expansion—a piggery case study, Sydney,
Australia". This paper identified some of the loss of small-holder
agricultural enterprises around the Camden-Liverpool area in south-west
Sydney as a result of expanding urban housing and infrastructure. The
conference was organised by the Nicolas Copernicus University of Torun
and the Polish Soil Science Society. The conference had two midDr Robert Patterson
conference field tours, in Torun, Poland, as well as a five-day trip through
southern Poland, finishing in Prague on 24 September. From Prague, Bob went to Ulm in Bavaria,
Germany where he gave his second oral presentation "Monitoring soil organic carbon as a
determinant of sustainable effluent reuse". This paper documented the changes to soil organic
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carbon at the Armidale Dumaresq Council's effluent re-use farm since 2005. This conference, "Soils
in space and time" was organised at the University of Hohenheim by the Division 1 of the
International Union of Soil Sciences. Field trips with this conference visited soils and landscapes of
Tertiary sediments in SW Germany, a famous peatland nature reserve and other sites around the
Danube Valley.

New members
Welcome to the members approved at the Federal Council meeting number 260:

New South Wales

Riverina

Ms Belinda M Allman
Dr Feike Dijkstra
Ms Kate Daley
Ms Yuzhi Hu

Ms Leah M Garnett
Dr Hizbullah Jamali
Dr Wendy Quayle
Mrs Melinda M Ritchie

Queensland

Victoria

Mr Justin Claridge
Mr Joshua Heberlein
Mr Isaac J Kelder
Mr Jeffrey J Rabbidge
Mr Caspar W Roxburgh
Mrs Emma C Tscheppera
Ms Inge Tvede

Mr Nihal G Alburquerque
Ms Nang Seng Aye
Mr Patrick D Bloye
Mrs Alicia L Brown
Mr Stuart D Connell
Mr Ned Halliday
Ms Emma P Henne

Ms Marianne Hoogmoed
Mrs Azita Kargosha
Mr Christian Krohn
Miss Jessica Mackay
Mr Frank Mickan
Ms Gaelle Ng Kam Chuen
Mr Andrew Robertson
Ms Maria L Thomason

Western Australia
Prof. Anthony G O'Donnell

SSA overseas development project in Timor-Leste.
Dave Lyons, Mentor analyst
Harry Nesbitt, Seeds of Life Director
Kep Coughlan, Coordinator, Crawford Fund Queensland Program
Planning is underway for the joint Soil Science Australia –
Crawford Fund ‘Seeds of Life Mentoring Program’ to
recommence in early 2014.
Dave Lyons, who recently retired as a soil analyst with the
Queensland State Government and is co-author of the
Australasian Soil Chemical Methods Handbook, will recommence
the mentoring, which unfortunately was placed on hold this year
due to illness in his immediate family. To date Dave has made
several visits to set up the laboratory (see article and photos in
Profile 172) and believes the next stage should involve training
staff in the use of laboratory equipment.
A trainer, Siok Ay Yo, currently working in a Queensland
Government soil laboratory, who fluently speaks English and
Indonesian and has many years experience in soil chemical
analysis, has expressed interest in being involved with the
project. Siok Ay Yo has tentatively gained the support of her
supervisors to join the project.
The head soil technician in Timor-Leste, Celestino Luis Moreira,
has been working on a joint project in China from early May to
August and it is hoped that he will be available next year to assist
with the project.
Although communication with the soil technicians remains a
major constraint to the success of the mentoring, the
opportunity to have Siok Ay Yo involved with the project should
have enormous benefits. Currently organisers are waiting on
feedback from Dili about when would be a suitable time for
mentoring to re-commence.
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Members will have an opportunity to support this project,
selected as the Society’s overseas development project,
with a voluntary donation on the 2014 subscription dues
notice. These donations will be used to mentor and train
staff in soil analysis. Members interested in assisting with
mentoring please contact the federal office.

The E[ART]H Project – a new SSA
project

Connecting science & Aboriginal art through soil

Aim
Produce a nationally significant display that utilises
Aboriginal artists via the medium of soil and ochres (an
Australian soil palette), to explore and explain landscape
origins, soil distribution and the history of land
management in Australia.

Introduction
Aboriginal artistic styles vary immensely across Australia,
but many are linked through soil and a focus on
landscapes and their function. Some existing Aboriginal art
utilises soil-based paintings to express geographic, cultural
and historical knowledge about land. As soil scientists we
see soil as the key substance from which all living things
derive their nutrition and is a key factor determining land
use and biodiversity. Indeed one origin of life theory has
soil clays as the starting canvas for life itself. This project
aims to combine and integrate art and science addressing
these iconic Australian subjects in a nationally significant
display.

Elements of display

20th World Congress of
Soil Science abstract
closing date extended
The abstract closing date has
been extended to
30 November for WCSS.
You might breathe a sigh of
relief but get those abstracts
written and be in Jeju, South
Korea 8–13 June 2014 for the
congress.
Deadline for regular
registration: 8 May 2014
For more information see the
congress website:
http://www.20wcss.org/index.
php
The Society will provide
financial support (conditions
will apply) with details posted
on the Society web site in
2014

Aboriginal art
Aboriginal painting styles vary considerable across
Australia, with the commonality that all use colours
extracted from soils or ochres and other natural pigments. This project aims to commission examples
from a range of key Aboriginal painting styles from across the country and develop with the artists a
written description of them.
Aboriginal culture
Aboriginal culture is rich in landscape creation stories and links to the land, which can be expressed
through painting. It is the aim that some of these stories will be expressed and displayed via this
project.
Soil science
Soil is the medium in which we grow most of our foods, fibres and medicines, in which water is
filtered and to which many human and other organic wastes are applied. It is the place to which we
all ultimately return for recycling and new life. Australia has a wide range of soils that vary in their
ability to perform these various functions, yet urbanisation has distanced most Australians from the
soil to which they owe so much. One broader aim of this project is to bring Australians to a closer
and more respectful understanding of their soils and to those who have managed them for the past
70 000 years.
Soilscapes and land use
Many of Australia’s iconic landscapes and land uses are governed by the soil that underlies them.
These iconic landscapes and ecosystems and their associated land uses will be depicted and
described as part of the artwork and associated displays.
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Exhibition display modules
The elements described above would be exhibited as individual ‘sets’, each containing the artwork, a
soil sample (solon) of the primary soil used in the artwork, and an interpretation panel exploring the
connection between the artwork and the soil science. Each set would be exhibited in a selfcontained module, loosely derived from the concept of a cave. These modules would be an intimate
space presenting the artwork, solon and interpretation, as well as built in seating and a display
showing a video piece relating to the artwork (see Video Pieces for more details).
The modules would be designed to be easily packed up and set up, allowing for exhibition touring.
The self-contained nature of the modules would allow for a variety of arrangements, exhibitions in a
diverse range of spaces, as well as opportunities to display a cut down number for smaller
exhibitions. See below for rough concept sketches.

SOIL PROFILE

SOIL ARTWORK

VIDEO DISPLAY

INTERPRETATION

Concept sketches for the exhibition display modules

Video pieces
In the exhibition space, each module will contain a short 3-minute video related to the particular
artist, soil and region. The pieces will contain interviews with artists, discussion of their art process
and the link between the artwork and their geographical and cultural context. Additionally, an
interview with a regional soil scientist, ecologist or another relevant scientific expert, will provide a
scientific perspective to the importance of the soil. Each video will be a piece of art in itself,
beautifully capturing the region, the importance of the soil, the process of creating the artworks. It
will solidify the intentions of the exhibition, providing a comprehensive link between Aboriginal Art
and Soil.
The videos can be used in a variety of contexts. In addition to being used in the exhibition space, the
short pieces will be appropriate for television, either as a short 10 slot series or developed into the
20-30 minute piece, for SBS, ABC or NITV. They will also be appropriate for online distribution,
available for viewing on the website, or viewed through social media channels.
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What the project can deliver
The project provides an opportunity for soil scientists to:


engage with the Aboriginal community and raise awareness of environment and in particular soil
science through the engagement and promotion of Aboriginal culture and landscape-based art



provide an educational resource to students and the Australian public.

Organising committee
Dr Richard Doyle
President of Soil Science Australia. Richard’s task is to co-lead the project with Dr Moroni and chair
the organising committee.
Dr Martin Moroni
Carbon Scientist and Manager Sustainability Branch Forestry Tasmania. Martin’s task is to co-lead
the project with Richard and assist the progress of the project.
Ms Linda Bennison
Linda is EO with Soil Science Australia and her task is to assist with communication via the various
news portals of the society and to work with the branch presidents to generate the “Australian Soil
Palette” from the State Soils.

Creative direction
Mark & Tom
A boutique design and film studio, Mark&Tom would design and manage construction of the
exhibition modules, interpretation, exhibition programs, promotional materials, website, video
pieces and photography.

Funding
Soil Science Australia, as project host/lead, has provided $10 000 of seed-funds to develop the
project and support the appeal for support from key artistic, community and commercial funders as
E(ART)H Project sponsors. Funding is required for Indigenous artists to produce high quality works
and for production of the displays uniting the scientific and artistic components. The project’s aim is
to produce a display capable of touring Australian and International museums and art galleries.

New publications by Soil Science Australia
Society submissions
Soil Science Australia response to questions posed by the Advocate for Soil Science
CPSS Response to Consultative Group questions posted by the Advocate for Soil Health

Queensland Branch
Soil Science Demand in Queensland – White Paper
Measuring Soil Cation Exchange Capacity & Exchangeable Cations
Have you ever wondered why cation exchange capacity (CEC)
appears to vary between different labs or soil analysis methods?
This report published by the Queensland Branch explains the
concept of exchangeable basic and acidic cations, cation
exchange capacity (CEC) and the nature and measurement of
exchangeable cations in soils. It also discusses the effects of
other soil properties on these attributes and the importance of
choosing appropriate analytical methods to measure them. The
aim is to make both users and providers of laboratory data
aware of the need to consider soil attributes when requesting
analyses or selecting analytical methods for exchangeable
cations and cation exchange capacity. The use of appropriate
methods will improve the quality of analytical data by providing
data that is meaningful with respect to soil behaviour and ‘fit for
purpose’.
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Apps & tools for soil science
Tim Overheu
Presented below are some mobile Smartphone and mobile tablet Apps that you may find useful for
your field of science. A more detailed description and brief review is available on the Soil Science
Australia website (link). While this list is dominated by iOS Apps, there are probably just as many
Android tablet users in Australia. Many of the Apps listed are available in Android format and
accessible through Google Plus.
Please feel welcome to advise Soil Science Australia if you become aware of or are using other soil
science relevant Apps that others may also find useful.

Administration / document handling applications
Docs to Go—Provides basic editing functions in Word, PowerPoint, Excel and PDF.
Dropbox—An online (cloud) document server.
File Viewer to Go—An easy way to transport and view files stored in an iPad, iPhone or iPod touch.
GoodReader—A super-robust PDF reader for iPad, iPhone and iPod touch.
http://www.goodiware.com/goodreader.html
KeyNote—Apple's equivalent to PowerPoint.
PDF-PROvider—Allows images, text, documents and webpages to be converted to PDF.
Quickoffice Pro HD—Can create and edit MS Office documents (Word, Excel, PowerPoint and PDF).
Slide Shark—A PowerPoint compatibility App for iPad.
WiFi Transfer—Will transfer all or select photos and videos from iPad to iPad, from iPad to iPhone,
from iPhone to iPad, from iPhone to iPhone, from iPhone to Mac, from PC to iPad and more.
http://www.wirelesstransferapp.com/
Scan—Scans regular bar-codes (UPC, EAN, and ISBN) as well as QR codes.
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/scan/id411206394

Agronomic / agriculture
Agro Lite—Allows agronomists to create and email paddock/field inspection reports while on farm.
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/agro-lite/id419778713
FarmManager—Easy recording of cropping, livestock, and chemical and fertilizer use, including type,
rate, and date applied. http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/farm-manager/id433835168
GRDC Weed Ute Guide—An aid in identifying the most common, annual, biennial and perennials
weeds in Southern Australia. http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/weeds-the-ute-guide/id482862261
Inoculants Calculator—A smart, simple and sure way to calculate inoculant needs.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=becker.inoculants.calculator
Weeds of Southern Queensland—Photos and information for 132 weeds, along with details of
control and treatment methods.
Weed Smart—A simple tool to gauge herbicide resistance and weed seed bank risk.

Bio-security
FeralScan—Encourages farmers and the general community to use their mobile device to map
pest/feral animals and document the damage they cause. Website http://www.feralscan.org.au/ and
the mobile App https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/field-guide-to-pest-animals/id634197149
Browsers
Chrome—Excellent when tethering the mobile device or when bandwidth is low or Internet
connection is slow.
iCab—Has many features and options and is responsive and intuitive to use.
https://itunes.apple.com/AU/app/id308111628?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D4
Mercury—The mobile equivalent to Firefox.
Puffin—One of the only mobile browsers that performs like a desktop browser.

Calculators / tools
MyScript Calculator—Perform mathematical operations naturally using handwriting.
Memory Stick Free—Transport documents using an iPhone /iPod as a memory stick. There are a
number of similar Apps that deliver this function now (e.g. USB mobile, etc).

Climate / weather
Australian CliMate—A suite of climate analysis tools for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices.
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/australian-climate/id582572607
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Rain—The latest rain radar data in your area. https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/rain-ausradar/id373298738

Cloud storage
Cloud storage systems are convenient, but generally they are not suitable for the storage of
confidential personal and financial files (do so at own risk after reading the fine print in the user
agreement).
Dropbox—A free cloud storage service (available as an Android, iPhone, iPad App)
Google Drive—Much the same as Dropbox, only available to users with a gmail address.
SkyDrive—Again much the same as Dropbox and allows access to a full suite of online MS Office
files.

General resource information
Discovr Apps—A handy tool for quickly viewing alternative or related Apps.
Filemaker Go 12—Access databases created by FileMaker Pro 12 (easy-to-use database software) on
your iPhone. http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/filemaker-go-12-for-iphone/id508238074\+
Flipboard—A news reader that allows the user to ‘create’ their own reader-magazine filled with
everything being shared across the web.
LogMeIn—Allows the user control their PC or Mac directly from a mobile device.

Land, soil & water
While some are not directly relevant to Australia, these apps present interesting and useful
concepts.
ClinometerHD—Relatively accurate as a slope finder tool on the iPhone.
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/clinometer-level-slope-finder/id286215117
Munsell DG—allows the user to browse Munsell colour charts and export RGB or CYMK colour codes
http://itunes.apple.com/mo/app/munsell-dg/id515717868*?\* A similar version called mColorBook
is also available in a free trial format http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mcolorbook/id490626965*?\*
MySoil—view a soil properties map of Britain, (and some parts of Europe) upload geo-referenced soil
information into a ‘trust-layer’ http://www.bgs.ac.uk/mysoil/
SoilMapp—provides soil resource data coverage across Australia.
http://www.asris.csiro.au/index_other.html
Soil pH—demonstrates the use of the Universal Soil pH indicator solution
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/soil-ph/id384282086
SoilWeb—provides access to USDA-NRCS soil survey data. http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/soilwebfor-the-iphone/id354911787
Magnifying glass with light—Allows the smartphone camera to digitally zoom down to view detail
and use the camera flash to illuminate the subject under observation.
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/magnifying-glass-light-digital/id406048120
Skyscanner—Skyscanner is a flexible and powerful flight search App that enables the user to
compare flights schedules and costs from over 1000 commercial airlines around the world.
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/skyscanner-all-flightseverywhere\!/id415458524\|https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/skyscanner-all-flightseverywhere\!/id415458524
ITranslate—Translation tool with 60 languages available, some even with audible links.

Land use planning
Social landscape—Quick and easy access to demographic information almost anywhere in Australia.
http://www.appannie.com/app/ios/social-landscape/

Note taking/field note recording
DragonDictation—Dictate full letters with punctuation or collect field notes on the fly.
EverNote—An all-rounder App which can be used to collect field notes.
FieldNotesPro—A note taking tool for iPhone/iPad, take notes, collect photographs in georeferenced format. http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/fieldnotespro/id457209025?
Noteability—Powerfully and quickly integrates handwriting, PDF annotation, typing, recording, and
organising.
Notes Plus—Easily convert free style (hand drawn) notes into text.
Penultimate—With the aid of a pen-stylus, will very efficiently represent freehand notes and
pictures and can be used as a whiteboard when device is plugged into a data projector.
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Photo / video (image processing)
BigPhoto—view images with unlimited zoom and accurately enlarge or downsize pictures without
destroying original. Useful for emailing. https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/big-photo/id513663883
PS Express—Image editing tool handy for refining or annotating images.
Photogene—Lots of photo editing options and easier to use than PS Express.
TinyScan Pro—Turns an iPhone into a mini scanner for documents, photos, receipts and other texts,
allowing the user to store or email as PDF files. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/tinyscan-pro-pdfscanner/id556500145
Genius scan—Does a similar job to TinyScan but is free.

Project management & planning
Gantt Lite—View Microsoft Project plans on iPhone/ iPad.
GoToMeeting—Part of the Citrix (www.citrixonline.com) group, provides iPad access to collaborative
online meetings for small groups.
Idea Sketch—Mind mapping tool for iPad and iPhone.
iMindMap (and iMindMap Pro) —Compatible with the desktop version which allows sharing and
exporting of MindMap files.
iThoughts—More flexible in export formats than iMindMap.
http://www.ithoughts.co.uk/iThoughtsHD/
MindHD—Works well on an iPhone.
MindMeister—Allows online collaboration, which makes it useful for team project development.

Spatial / Geographic Information Systems
ArcGis—Extends the reach of your GIS from the office to the field. Free. Will allow limited field
mapping on the fly. http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/smartphones/app.html
GISRoam—Mobile GIS users can take Raster and ESRI Shapefiles with everywhere, which enables
Shapefile viewing, editing, colorization, and collection over user loaded imagery.
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/gisroam/id370163784
CartoMobile—Allows reliable online or offline GIS field mapping. Use ESRI shape files or DXF files,
create and manipulate spatial data layers. Package is $84.99, the next best alternative GIS package is
GIS Pro at $300.
Motion-X GPS HD—Large selection of free (downloadable) maps and navigation instruments for
outdoor life. Record and share waypoints and tracks. http://gps.motionx.com/ipad/overview

Hardware—tools and devices that link into an iPad / iPhone for field use
Flower Power—Coming soon, wireless sensor; measures sunlight, soil moisture, temperature and
fertiliser (or nutrient input). http://www.parrot.com/flower-power/
IzOne—A WiFi based WebCam that can be used in conjunction with an iPad or iPhone to ‘log-in’ and
remotely view the action being collected by the WebCam.
Kubachi Smart Plant Care—WiFi plant sensor gadget claims to accurately determine the vitality of
your plant and send a notification with precise care advice at the right time.
http://www.koubachi.com/
Parrot Drone—Use your iPhone / iPad to remotely control the drone (with mounted high res web
cams) over the paddock of interest. http://ardrone.parrot.com/parrot-ar-drone/usa/ar-games/arfreeflight

Fert$mart is live!
Jessie Horton, Department of Environment and Primary Industries, Victoria
Farmers and advisers are accessing quality information about soils and fertilisers on the recently
launched Fert$mart website. Follow this link http://fertsmart.dairyingfortomorrow.com.au/ for
useful, up to date information about planning for fertiliser decisions, making the most of effluent,
soil testing advice, understanding nutrients and plant needs and more.
Fert$mart is a program initiated by Dairy Australia in response to a need identified by many in the
dairy industry. Fert$mart encompasses the dairy industry’s national nutrient management
guidelines, developed to improve the efficiency and profitability of fertiliser use, and to improve soil
health on Australian dairy farms.
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A key feature of the site is the updated Dairy Soils and Fertiliser manual which is a great resource
with up to date information about all aspects of soil management including application of nitrogen,
plant tissue testing, recommended nutrient levels for various soil types and using lime.

Soil Change Matters Workshop
The organisation of the workshop is well on track with most key items locked in. A detailed update is
presented in the Victoria branch report. Please check the website for information, otherwise email
Richard MacEwan and Jennifer Alexander with any other questions. Note that Jennifer Alexander
only works on Mondays and Wednesdays.
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CPSS
Chairman’s report
Steve Raine

In my first report as Chair of the Accreditation Board last year I reflected on the role of the
accreditation program in ensuring that the profession adds value to both clients and the community.
I also argued that the program needed to continue to evolve to ensure that clients and the
community maintain trust in the program and have confidence in the expertise and judgement of
individuals accredited as Certified Professionals.
There has certainly been plenty of evolution over the last two years. During this time we have
refined the Associate membership category, developed new Standards, revised the application and
assessment processes, revised the recognised competencies for soil survey and are developing new
competencies for soil erosion and contaminated lands. We have also recently proposed revised rules
for the operation of the CPSS program within the Society.
We have certainly come a long way. I recently represented the CPSS at the National Soil RD&E
Strategy meeting in Canberra. Throughout the day there were many comments on the role and
importance of professional accreditation and it was pleasing to hear that the CPSS program is well
regarded and increasingly trusted and relied on by a broad cross section of both industry and
government stakeholders.
The Board recently formalised a three-year agreement with the Soil Science Society of America to
offer an Australian Fundamentals Soils Examination. The first examination will be held in December.
While this exam is targeted at new CPSS applicants I invite all existing CPSS members to consider
undertaking this exam as a way of reaffirming their core soils knowledge and understanding.
As we look to the future the CPSS program will continue to evolve. On this note, I invite expressions
of interest in CPSS Board positions for 2014. Appointments are for a period of two years. If you are
interested, feel free to contact either myself or any other Board member to discuss what is involved.
Written expressions of interest need to be provided to Linda Bennison at the Federal Office by
22 November 2013.

Soil Science Fundamentals Exam
Soil Science Australia is offering the first ever Australian Soil Science Fundamentals Exam on
5 December 2013.
This exam has been developed by Soil Science Australia (SSA) in collaboration with the Soil Science
Society of America (SSSA). It provides an alternate entry pathway into the Certified Professional Soil
Scientist (CPSS) accreditation program for Society members that do not hold academic qualifications
recognised by the CPSS program.
The Fundamentals Examination is open to all members of the Society. Even if you are not currently
applying for CPSS accreditation, you should consider sitting the exam as it provides a great way for
you to demonstrate your prodigious knowledge and understanding of all things soil.
The exam is able to be undertaken at five locations on 5 December 2013:
University of Adelaide – Waite Campus, South Australia
University of New England, Armidale, New South Wales
University of Sydney, New South Wales
University of Tasmania, Tasmania.
Murdoch University, Western Australia
The cost of the Fundamentals Exam is US$200.
The Performance Objectives (POs) for the Fundamentals Exam are available at
http://www.soilscienceaustralia.com.au/images/stories/cpss/131009%202013%20pos%20for%20ent
rance%20exams%20ssa%202013.pdf. Soil Science Australia considers the POs to be the minimum
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professional competencies required by soil scientists working on environmental and agricultural
problems in Australia.
The POs were developed by the Australian Exam and Procedures Committee (AEPC). This committee
is chaired by Dr Cameron Grant (University of Adelaide) and includes Dr Chris Guppy (University of
New England), Dr Damien Field (University of Sydney), Dr Cassandra Schefe (Department of
Environment and Primary Industries Victoria) and Keith Lindbeck (Keith Lindbeck and Associates). In
developing the POs the AEPC sought advice from practicing soil consultants, State government
agencies and academics across Australia.
Soil Science Australia, the CPSS Board and the AEPC thank the many volunteers who contributed to
the preparation of this document, especially the Soil Science Society of America. It would not be
possible without their dedication to the profession of Soil Science.
If you would like to sit the exam or require more details please contact Linda Bennison at the Federal
Office at office@soilscienceaustralia.org.
The closing date to register for the exam is 8 November 2013.

Useful publications
The publications below may assist candidates to prepare for the Fundamentals Examination.
White, R.E. 2006, Principles and practice of soil science: the soil as a natural resource, 4th ed,
Blackwell, Maiden, Mass.
Isbell, R. 2002, The Australian soil classification, CSIRO Publishing, Melbourne.
McKenzie, N.J., Jacquier, D., Isbell, R.F. and Brown, K. 2004, Australian Soils and Landscapes: an
illustrated compendium, CSIRO Publishing, Melbourne.

Recent CPSS publications
Core Competencies in Soil Erosion Assessment and Management
Core Competencies in Australian Soil Survey
Soil Science Australia Fundamentals Exam Performance Objectives
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Branch reports
New South Wales
Jane Aiken and Roy Lawrie
NSW Branch continues to hold regional
meetings that aim to reach out to their
membership across the state. In July the branch
met in Wollongong for a half day field trip and
full day of presentations organised by Dr Roy
Lawrie our southern regional representative,
together with Professor John Morrison, BHP
Professor of Environmental Science, School of
Earth and Environmental Sciences at the
University of Wollongong. In the field we were
treated to examples of soils management by
the horse industry, an accredited organic
vegetable farm with a great soil pit,
measurement of the rate of soil formation on
basalt using uranium isotope studies, real-time
monitoring of landslide areas around
Wollongong and the Sydney Basin, and work by
the Soil Conservation Service in providing soil
erosion control expertise within the region.
All the field speakers gave presentations at the
forum the next day, together with additional
speakers on dust characterisation, an
overview of the impact of bushfires
particularly on soil organic matter, a mini
lysimeter technique to measure nitrogen
leaching, discussion on the choice of coal ash
as a resource for soil management and then
information of current work being done to
predict and model soil properties associated
with climate and elevation.

Volcanic soils on an organic fruit and
vegetable farm in Wildes Medow. Karen
Guymer (presenter in the pit) with Roy
Lawrie (foreground) and David McKechnie.

In the classroom. Richard Greene,
Our meeting highlighted the wide variety of
foreground
soil science activities being undertaken in the
Wollongong region and the important role
that our profession undertakes on a daily basis. It was a great chance to meet members and their
guests and for all of us, I can say, the meeting was the best ever, until we met again at Armidale. Our
northern regional representative Dr Chris Guppy hosted a monster day of soil science on
27 September, with visits to soil excavations, rail and road cuttings that demonstrated the tertiary
basalt soils overlying ancient river basins, and the weathered granite soils of the central Armidale
region. Treated to local beers and great food we then heard about the work of soil science research
centred at the University of New England. The Branch then undertook their annual general meeting
to nominate a new executive committee for 2014–2015 and to propose the establishment of the
NSW soil scientist award.
By holding the Annual General Meeting in Armidale we also pioneered the use of National
Broadband technology for an online facilitation so that members in Sydney and at Canberra were
also active participants. The webinar was then extended to broadcast our Annual Harald Jensen
Lecture and several other members also joined in. The webinar proved successful and enabled a
spatially disparate participation to the evening. Our lecture was given by Professor Neal Menzies
who travelled to Armidale from the University of Queensland. Neal provided a wonderful overview
of his work, documenting the methodologies and results attained through a complex
experimentation detailing how metals and metalloids impact on root sheath cells and root hairs.
Neal explained his journey in researching this topic including the use of synchrotron imaging and
provided an unforgettable opportunity for the Branch.
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A welcome is in order to the new executive committee of our branch and we thank our outgoing
committee for their work and commitment over the past term. We particularly thank Dr Ben
Macdonald for his leadership and encouragement during his term as President whilst he undertook a
heavy workload and a new addition to his family and his projects in Vietnam. Ben identified the
importance of acknowledging the Challenges for Soil Science in NSW and also continued the
commitment to the Recent Advances in Soil Science meetings conducted at various locations around
the state.
We encourage all our members to keep in touch with the branch activities and come along to at least
one meeting each year. Please note, the AGM nominations for the 2014 committee will officially
commence in January for a two-year term. Contact details of the branch executive and regional
representatives will be published in the next issue of Profile. Abstracts of all invited presentations
are available.

Queensland
The Queensland Branch has prepared two
publications, one on cation exchange capacity
(link), which is featured on page 19 and a
white paper noting issues of the shrinking
base of soil scientists in Queensland (link).
In September, Bernie Powell, a very
experienced former Queensland Government
soil scientist, presented a two-day workshop,
Nature, Distribution and Management of the
Soils of Queensland, at the University of
Queensland. Participants had the benefit of
Bernie’s over 40 years experience and gained
an understanding of the properties,
Participants at the training course.
distribution, uses and management
Queensland’s soils. This was the second in an
intended series of training opportunities for soil scientists.

Riverina
Dr Jason Condon. Charles Sturt University,
Wagga Wagga, NSW
The Riverina Branch of Soil Science Australia
met on the 16 August at NSW DPI’s Yanco
Agricultural Institute. Following the branch
meeting the 22 attendees were treated to
three presentations by scientists operating in
the Riverina area and a tour of the Managed
Environment Facility located on the Yanco site.
Dr Pat Hulme provided a seminar on the
Riverina Branch President Sam North
efficiency of irrigation schemes within
(facing camera) addresses some of the
Australia. He drew together data from his
gathering in the Managed Environment
work spanning 11 irrigation schemes. Losses of
Facility at Yanco.
water from schemes can be attributed to
various means including: measurement error
or inaccurate metering (25%), leakage through channel banks (30%), seepage into prior streams
(15%) and outfall (10%). Pat was able to use his data to demonstrate that the efficiency of delivery
increases with increased water flow and decreases with the length of the delivery system. That is,
the more water that is in the system and the closer the users are to the reservoirs, the better the
efficiency of delivery. The implication of this is that some schemes may have areas that are
inherently inefficient and any expenditure for improvements cannot be economically justified. This
knowledge allows scheme operators to assess the viability of some areas within their area or
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operation. Interestingly, whilst the recent drought proved to be devastating for local irrigation areas,
it did enable data to be collected over a wide range of flows that otherwise would not have
occurred. Therefore water losses throughout a range of scheme capacities have been recorded and
used to create definition in the dataset.
The second presentation followed the irrigation theme. Ary van der Lely reported work that he has
amassed over the years, which has enabled a stratigraphical model of the Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Area (MIA) to be developed. Perhaps as a sign of things to come in broader soils research, Ary
outlined how over the years much data had been collected by State agencies from more than 6000
bore logs in the MIA, but much of this information has become inaccessible in the digital age and the
people knowing of it are retiring out of the discipline. To counter the potential loss of information,
Ary has spent his own retirement digitising data from the bore logs and geo-referencing the original
data using bore log diagrams, aerial photos and satellite imagery. He has been able to use the
accurate and detailed data to predict permeability and transmisivity of the regolith, thereby allowing
groundwater to be modelled within the MIA by the most accurate means to date. The models Ary
has created allow the impact of irrigation, long term salinity trends and groundwater changes to be
predicted.

Wheat grown in the
Managed Environment
Facility at Yanco;
conventional line (right),
compared with a variety
without the gene for
tillering (left).

Dr Greg Rebetzke (CSIRO) and Kath Beechaz, then presented the
work being done at the three locations in Australia (Meredin in
WA and Narrabri and Yanco in NSW) set up as Managed
Environment Facilities (MEF) for breeding trials for wheat. One of
these MEFs is located at Yanco Agricultural Institute. Greg was
able to show how the MEF allows control of irrigation and rainout
shelters so that not only water use and water use efficiency can be
investigated but how aerial imagery is used to measure canopy
temperature at fine scales to help explain that water use. Due to
the large number of varieties being tested within the MEF at
Yanco, the genetic benefits of various traits are being measured
and, importantly, this information enables the economic benefit of
those traits to be estimated. Greg presented data that showed
how early vigour of wheat plants can minimise evaporation loss,
allowing more of the stored soil water to be used in transpiration
resulting in a doubling of dryland wheat yield. Following Greg's
presentation the group visited the site and was able to see the
differences in some of the trial varieties. For example, they are
trialling varieties that lack the gene for tillering. This limits the
numbers of tillers formed, allowing for better resource allocation
to grain. They have a wheat that has no genes for ligule formation;
this wheat looks like spring onion and obviously creates a
completely different canopy formation than normal wheat.

South Australia
Erica Donner, Ehsan Tavakkoli and Casey Doolette

Upcoming Events


SA Branch AGM: 3.30 pm Thursday 14 November 2013, Waite Campus, Charles Hawker
Conference Centre.
The AGM will be followed by Pioneers in Soil Science: The Keith Norrish Lecture. This year’s
lecture, entitled “Scale in soil mineralogy: Small is beautiful and variety is the spice of life, but
nothing is more certain than change” will be given by Dr Jock Churchman. The lecture will be
followed by drinks and light nibbles at the venue, and then by dinner at Earl of Leicester, Leicester
St, Parkside from 6.30 pm. RSVP for booking purposes by 11 November to
sa@soilscienceaustralia.com.au



Soils & Wine Symposium 10 am to 3.10 pm 21 November 2013 at the SARDI Research Centre
Auditorium Waite Campus, Urrbrae. As one of a series of symposia to highlight the value of soil
to society, the SA Branch of Soil Science Australia symposium, Soil & Wine: Soil, Terroir,
Landscapes & Subregions, will discuss the themes "The influence of soil on grape & wine quality
& distinctiveness" and "What we know about the terroir of SA's wine regions & subregions". A
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buffet lunch is included in the cost. For more details please use the link for the event flyer. For
bookings and event webpage go to the link: https://soilandwinesymposium.eventbrite.com.au

Workshop Report: Chemistry,
amelioration and management of
alkaline soils
High pH soils were in the spotlight at a one-day
workshop on the Chemistry, Amelioration and
Management of Alkaline Soils held in Adelaide
on 27 June. The purpose of the workshop,
hosted by the Waite Research Institute, GRDC
and SSA, was to review the current state of the
knowledge about alkaline soils as a step
towards identifying ways to improve
agricultural productivity. The program covered
the chemistry and pedology of alkaline soils
systems, microbial and plant biology in alkaline
soils, and the challenges of targeted crop
breeding and farming systems for alkaline
environments.

Urrbrae House: The workshop lunch was
held in the reception rooms of Urrbrae
House, an impressive piece of South
Australian soil science history in its own
right. This two-storey bluestone mansion
completed in 1891 was the historic home of
Peter and Matilda Waite and was
bequeathed to the University of Adelaide in
1922 for use as an agricultural research and
teaching facility.

Discussion throughout the day flowed keenly,
and local organisers, Ehsan Tavakkoli and
Glenn McDonald were very pleased to see so
many people turn out to discuss the significant
issue of alkaline soils. As the first speaker,
Pichu Rengasamy, pointed out, this really is a significant issue for many Australian land managers,
with estimates indicating that soil alkalinity costs Australia approximately one billion dollars per year
in lost agricultural production. Soil maps indicate that approximately one quarter of Australia is
covered by alkaline soils.
Alkaline and hyperalkaline soils can also be sodic or saline, and tend to occur in the lower rainfall
zones of Australia where unreliable crop yields are already an issue. In South Australia, where up to
80% of the soils in agricultural regions are alkaline, pH values as high as 10.5 are recorded. These
high pH soils cause major land management challenges and can seriously constrain agricultural
productivity.

During the workshop, scientists Pichu Rengamsamy and Caixian Tang showed evidence of the serious
agronomic challenges, which typically go hand in hand with alkaline soil conditions, such as poor soil
structure, plant toxicities (e.g. bicarbonates, aluminium) and nutrient deficiencies (e.g. iron,
phosphorus, manganese, zinc). Eminent pedologist Rob Fitzpatrick demonstrated the need for more
accurate maps of Australian alkaline soils and gave a colourful description of the complex formation
of alkaline soil environments. Gupta Vadakattu gave a fascinating account of the complicated
impacts of alkalinity on the soil microbial community, while Ron Smernik spoke about issues
concerning the measurement of organic carbon in alkaline soils. Speakers Tim Setter, Stewart
Coventry and Alison Phillips focussed on key cropping systems including wheat and barley, and
discussed the challenges and benefits of germplasm selection and adaptive breeding programs.
Although there is clearly still much to learn about alkaline soils and how to increase crop yields in
these areas, Nigel Wilhelm reminded us that these soils can also have some advantages for broadacre agriculture. For example, moderately calcareous soils are typically coarse textured; easy to
cultivate and ‘soft’ on farm machinery; do not have water repellency issues, and can enhance the
activity of some major herbicides. Although the list of disadvantages that followed was even more
impressive, it is clear that farming systems in Australia have already been evolving over the last 150
years to make the most of the advantages of alkaline soils while coping with their disadvantages.
Roger Armstrong, the final speaker for the day, discussed the possibilities for mitigation of subsoil
constraints, highlighting the major challenges posed by large spatial and temporal variability in soil
characteristics. He left us with the important reminder that farmers need to focus not only on
increasing yields but also on increasing profitability, therefore expensive mitigation strategies are
often not feasible, especially in low to medium rainfall areas.
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Casey Doolette, Glenn McDonald, Sean
Mason, and Ehsan Tavakkoli at the
Alkalinity Workshop

Sean Mason, Ehsan Tavakkoli, Glenn
McDonald, Bill Long, Pichu Rengasamy,
and Tim Setter

Naser Khan, Balaji.Seshadri, Yanju Liu,
Sonia Shilpi, and Ehsan Tavakkoli during
the tea break

Erica Donner and invited speaker Ron
Smernik with his University of Adelaide
wine reward

The workshop highlighted a number of key issues requiring attention and/or further research:
 Understand the chemistry of the reaction zones where soil degradation and the formation of
alkaline/sodic soils occur
 Developing simpler and more accessible pedology information for agronomists and land
managers
 Improving diagnostic tools for plant nutritional issues in alkaline soils and extending the peer
evaluation of published critical levels
 Extending the risk analysis approach currently being conducted by IPNI (funded by GRDC) by
mapping the micronutrient levels in soils using the ASRIS data base
 Developing a better understanding of multiple stress tolerance in alkaline soils
 Improving the understanding of plant genotype x environment x management (GxExM)
interactions in alkaline soils
 Using simulation modelling of root growth to assess effects of environmental conditions and
management
 Developing economically viable means of subsoil amelioration
 Determining the genetic and functional diversity among soil microbial populations in alkaline
soils and the factors controlling this.

Recent Events


Field trip to the Hart Field Day and Clare Valley (17 September 2013). The Hart Field Site near
the Clare Valley is South Australia’s premier agronomic field site, managed by farmers to provide
independent information and skills to the industry. Activities included a soil pit demonstration;
tour of the Hart field site; demonstration of a new field pH mapping technology; and on the way
home, a Clare Valley Winery visit for a winemaker’s view of the importance of soil.



Soil science PhD student retreat and networking event (19 September 2013)
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Tasmania
Antarctic soil seminar
Dr Megan Balks, Senior Lecturer in the Earth and
Ocean Sciences Department at the University of
Waikato in Hamilton, New Zealand, spoke at the
Tasmania Branch get together on Tuesday 2 July
at the University of Tasmania Sandy Bay
Campus. Megan presented the lecture On frozen
ground – soils and permafrost in the Antarctic
and the Arctic. Megan is a Senior Lecturer in the
Earth and Ocean Sciences Department at the
University of Waikato in Hamilton, New Zealand
has been involved in Antarctic Research since
1990, having undertaken 18 trips to "the ice".
She has also undertaken a number of
soil/permafrost fieldtrips in the Arctic.

Back: Dr Marcus Hardie, Mr Errol Balks,
Dr Sarah Richards, Front: Dr Megan Balks

Following the lecture branch members and
guests attended a branch dinner in Sandy Bay.

EVH product showcase
Cindy Barry and Johan Poorthuis made a special
trip to Tassie to demonstrate their Eijkelkamp
equipment and talk about soil sampling. The
event was attended by around 10 members
including consultants, researchers and students.
There was particular interest in the hybrid
auger-bulk density sampler which worked better
than expected and would have saved a heap of
time with the soil carbon project. There was also
considerable interest in the Rihzon samples a
modern evolution of the old porous cup
samples, the Rhizon samplers consist of a
flexible 2-5 mm diameter hydrophilic porous
A good group of enthusiastic soil
polymer from which soil pore solution can be
scientists and consultants came along to
easily extracted with a syringe, rather than
view the equipment and try out some of
having to carry pumps and batteries around in
the soil moisture, auguring and bulk
the field. It was a great event and good
density sampling gear in the soil profiles
opportunity to catch up and play with new
out the back of the lecture theatre.
innovative technology. A lovely dinner at the
local Chinese restaurant followed up on all the
hard work soil sampling with some wine tasting and “Duck and Pinot”, Tassie of course.

Victoria
Soil Change Matters Update
International workshop — 24–27 March 2014, Bendigo, Victoria, Australia
Richard MacEwan
With only six months to go before the workshop, we can now see things taking shape and the
promise of a really worthwhile event. For details of the workshop visit the website, meanwhile here
is some news on how things are progressing.
Committee activities
The small local organising committee (Richard MacEwan, Gemma Heemskerk, Doug Crawford and
Dugal Wallace) has met monthly and recently recruited Jennifer Alexander to take over from Gemma
who goes on maternity leave from October. Pauline Mele, soil microbiologist, and Rebecca Mitchell,
a graduate recruit in soils have also joined the team. Phil Dyson, consultant, has joined the
committee specifically to lead the planning for the Monday field trip. Richard has had regular Skype
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meetings with Helaina Black to help push things along with potential EU delegates. On the practical
side, the venue ‘The Capital’ in Bendigo has been booked and paid for, our conference service
providers, ‘Conference Design’ are maintaining the website and receiving registrations. We have
been engaging facilitation specialists ‘Now For Future’ in planning the workshop, particularly for the
engagement between policy and science, and the draft program has been revised in light of those
discussions.
Workshop aim and goals
The workshop objective is to gain a better understanding of critical change in soil to determine
future research, development and policy priorities. The workshop goals are to: 1) provide a forum to
present scientific research related to understanding changes happening to soil under current land
uses and management, 2) facilitate a workshop to clarify the role of policy in soil security and the
scientific capacity to provide technical understanding and guidance to policy, 3) stimulate
collaboration across research organisations and four International Union of Soil Sciences working
groups (soil monitoring; proximal soil sensing; global soil change; digital soil mapping), 4) present the
latest developments in soil science for land managers and the general public, 5) showcase policy
development and priorities for investment at a national level through the National Soils Research,
Development and Extension (RD&E) strategy, and explore the possible synergies with international
initiatives such as the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization’s (FAO) Global Soil
Partnership.
Program
Details for the program will become firmer once we have received all the papers but the structure is
as follows: MONDAY 24 March The program kicks off with an optional field trip. The numbers for
this are limited to one busload. The trip will of course include soil pit inspections (mandatory),
meetings with growers at sites in Central Victoria, examination of saline land rehabilitation, and a
winery visit where desalination of groundwater is being used for irrigation. Phil Dyson is organising
this field trip. The cost is set at $150 and includes lunch and light refreshments. TUESDAY 25 March
The official welcome will be followed by two keynote addresses leading into the ‘Soil Matters
Symposium’, a full day of presentations to deliver the latest information on a number of themes
important to land managers. The general public can register just to attend the one day ‘Soil Matters
Symposium’ for $150. In parallel there will be technical presentations and discussion on the science
of soil change, measurement and monitoring as part of the three day ‘Soil Change Matters’
workshop. For Tuesday evening we have scheduled a free public event in the main theatre at The
Capital from 7.00–8.30 pm but at this point we have not yet nailed what form exactly that should
take, except that it should be informative, engaging and even entertaining. For this we would like to
see a broad based audience. WEDNESDAY 26 March As for Tuesday we will start with two keynote
addresses followed by parallel sessions. This is the BIG day for soil policy discussions. This part of the
workshop will be limited to a maximum of 80 delegates and we expect it to be very engaging judging
by the planning discussions that we have had with Jenni Dunn at ‘Now for Future’. It will be informed
by input from delegates prior to the workshop and also by questions arising from the ‘Soil Matters
Symposium’ and public event on the Tuesday. In parallel there will be technical presentations and
discussions. THURSDAY 27 March This is the day for some final presentations and discussions
reflecting on the previous two days. There are several IUSS working groups as well as National
committees that share some common ground represented under the theme of this workshop, ‘Soil
Change’, so we hope that there will be some sharing of perspectives and resolution under some
common aims. In many respects the framework for ‘Soil Security’ could be a useful banner to fly for
this.
Delegates
I am delighted to be able to announce a few of those who have committed to be with us in March
(alphabetical order): Dr Dominique Arrouays (FRANCE), Dr Jeff Baldock (AUS), Dr Helaina Black (UK),
Prof Johan Bouma (NETHERLANDS), Mr Adam Fennessy (AUS), Prof Alex McBratney (AUS),
Dr Neil McKenzie (AUS/FRANCE), Prof Mike McLaughlin (AUS), Dr Graham Mitchell (AUS),
Dr Luca Montanarella (ITALY), Mr Ian Thompson (AUS), Prof Dan Richter (USA),
Dr Daniela Sauer (GERMANY), Prof Iain Young (AUS).
National Soil RD&E Strategy
The National Soil RD&E strategy is due for completion soon and a number of delegates to the
workshop have had involvement with that. The workshop can provide a platform for a bit of publicity
and discussion about the Strategy. It is early days for our new Commonwealth Government so no
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commitment has been made, but it is possible that the workshop will stage the launch of the soil
strategy. A request has come to the organising committee to accommodate this and we have agreed.
Sponsorship
We are now engaged in communicating with potential sponsors. We have just completed an
application to the OECD for conference sponsorship to support overseas delegates. If this is
successful then we can breathe a big sigh of relief as it will solve much of our sponsorship need for
costs of flights and accommodation. We will not hear about this until late December or January so
we are (a) keeping our fingers crossed and (b) preparing applications for other sponsors. City of
Greater Bendigo were our very first sponsor, they are helping with accommodation arrangements
for delegates and putting $1000 towards printing and distribution of a flyer. University of Sydney was
our first ‘Bronze Sponsor' with $5000, followed closely by the University of New England as our
second 'Bronze Sponsor'. We are also preparing a couple of proposals under our visiting fellows
program at DEPI to support overseas scientists’ contributions to the workshop if they can spend time
in a work program with DEPI staff after the workshop.
Publication of Proceedings
All of the submitted abstracts and papers will be available to delegates as an electronic file. Four
page short papers will be reviewed and authors of some selected papers will be invited to contribute
to a special issue of the CSIRO journal Soil Research. Outcomes from the workshop discussions will
be written up and made available, initially via the workshop website.
Further information
Please check the website for information, otherwise email Richard MacEwan and Jennifer Alexander
with any other questions. Note that Jennifer Alexander only works on Mondays and Wednesdays.

22nd G.W. Leeper Lecture
The 22nd G.W. Leeper Memorial Lecture will be presented by Professor Paul M. Bertsch, Chief,
Division of Land and Water, CSIRO. The title of the oration is Big Challenges Surrounding the Tiny:
Fate, Transport, Bioavailability & Toxicity of Engineered Nanomaterials in Soil & Terrestrial
Ecosystems.
The lecture will be 5–6.15 pm, Friday 22 November 2013, at MSLE Lower Lecture Theatre,
Melbourne School of Land and Environment, The University of Melbourne.
The nanotechnology revolution offers great promise for major advances in numerous areas,
including medicine, manufacturing, electronics, sensor development, energy production, pollution
control, and environmental remediation. Despite the benefits that will result from advances in
nanotechnology, concerns surrounding potential negative impacts have emerged. The
environmental risk posed by the accumulation of manufactured nanomaterials (MNMs) is not well
understood. Accumulating evidence suggests that soil will be the primary repository for MNMs
released to the environment. We have been investigating the bioavailability and toxicity as well as
the trophic transfer of metal and metal oxide nanoparticles (Ag, Au, Cu, ZnO) to microorganisms,
detritivores, and plants. Interdisciplinary studies have demonstrated that metal and metal oxide
nanoparticles are bioaccumulated and can be toxic to microorganisms, plants, nematodes, and
earthworms. The results also suggest a different spatial distribution of nanoparticles in tissues of
exposed organisms, as well as a unique toxicity mechanism compared to the free metal ion
concentration.
Paul M. Bertsch is Chief of CSIRO’s Division of Land and Water. Prior to joining CSIRO he was a
Professor of Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology, and Director of the Tracy Farmer Institute for
Sustainability and the Environment at the University of Kentucky. He is Georgia Power Professor
Emeritus of Soil and Environmental Chemistry at the University of Georgia and an Adjunct Professor
of Environmental Systems Engineering and Science at Clemson University. Dr Bertsch is past-Chair of
the U.S. National Committee for Soil Science at the National Academy of Sciences, is a former
President of the Soil Science Society of America (SSSA), and is Chair of the Council for Scientific
Society Presidents. He has been elected a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the American Society of Agronomy, the Soil Science Society of America, and the
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, and was recently elected a lifetime National
Associate of the National Academy of Sciences.
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The Lecture will be after the Victorian Branch and Soil Science Australia AGMs, that start at 4 pm
with refreshments from 3.30 (same venue). Refreshments will also be served after the lecture. The
branch dinner will be after the post-lecture refreshments, at Naughtons.
For more information contact Robert Edis (roberte@unimelb.edu.au; 0447447468).

National Australian Soil Science Conference 2014
Everybody get ready for the 2014 National Soil Science conference, to be held at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground (MCG) Melbourne, 23–27 November 23 (2014!). The Convenor, Dr Michael Crawford
(Michael.Crawford@depi.vic.gov.au), has put together a crack team for the organising committee,
and will soon finalise venue details, field trips, themes, social program, soil judging competition, and
so on. Everyone interested in soil science is urged to “diarise” the conference and start thinking
about what to present. For more information please contact Michael, or Victorian Branch President,
Robert Edis (roberte@unimelb.edu.au).

Vic Branch and The Melbourne School of Land and Environment seminar by
Professor Tony O’Donnell, Winthrop Professor and Dean, Faculty of Science, UWA
‘Microbial CO2 fixation: The forgotten process in soil C sequestration?’
Robert Edis
About 40 people came along and learnt about this dynamic sink, at The University of Melbourne on
20 May 2013.
There was a nice experiment in which Tony and colleagues looked at the potential for soil microbes
to fix atmospheric carbon: here is an abridged abstract from Yuan et al (2012): Significant role for
microbial autotrophy in the sequestration of soil carbon. Applied and Environmental Microbiology,
78, 7: 2328-2336.
Soils were incubated for 80 days in a continuously labeled (CO2)-C-14 atmosphere to measure the
amount of labeled C incorporated into the microbial biomass. Microbial assimilation of C-14 differed
between soils and accounted for 0.12% to 0.59% of soil organic carbon (SOC). Assuming a terrestrial
8
2
area of 1.4 x 10 km , this represents a potential global sequestration of 0.6 to 4.9 Pg C per year.
Estimated global C sequestration rates suggest a "missing sink" for carbon of between 2 and
3 Pg C per year. To determine whether (CO2)-C-14 incorporation was mediated by autotrophic
microorganisms, the diversity and abundance of CO2-fixing bacteria and algae were investigated
using clone library sequencing, terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP), and
quantitative PCR (qPCR) of the ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/ oxygenase (RubisCO) gene
(cbbL). These data offer new insights into the importance of microbial autotrophy in terrestrial C
cycling.
So, 2–3 Pg C per year; that is lots. To put you on scale, there is about 120 (+/- about 30) Pg of C in the
Amazon forest, not counting soil C (Malhi et al., Global Change Biol. 12, 1107 (2006). Of course, the
proposition that microbial CO2 fixation is a forgotten process was busted…I hadn’t thought of it
before.

Vic Branch seminar presented by Dr Doug Edmeades: Speak up (and write) about
science and voodoo science.
Robert Edis
The Victorian Branch, with the Vic Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) and The
Melbourne School of Land and Environment (MSLE) held a seminar and discussion with the topic
Feeding 9 billion people: The case for more science and technology. The discussion was preluded by
a presentation by Dr Doug Edmeades (agKnowledge Ltd, NZ). The activity was held at the University
of Melbourne on 15 August and Grains Innovation Park, Horsham, on August 16. At the Melbourne
session about 30 people attended a robust discussion decorated with amusing misunderstanding.
Richard Eckard argued that feeding 9 billion people does not require more research but better
distribution and better application of good farming systems throughout the world. Zimbabwe comes
to mind. Many of these issues are political rather than science issues, though some adaptive
research may be necessary to implement or re-implement the bleeding obvious. Cameron Gourley
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pointed out that really feeding 9 billion people is irrelevant to agricultural research within Australia,
and that the value proposition for research is around where there will be the biggest monetary gains.
Of course Australia does contribute in different ways to agricultural research for development
through ACIAR and various CGIAR centres and the like. Whether or not more research is required to
produce enough food, or what the motivation for research really is in Australia, there seemed to be
agreement that people should do what they can to promote and clearly articulate evidence-based
approaches to agricultural systems, the products used there-in, and the policy environment in which
they operate. And challenge claimants of systems, products and issues to put up the evidence,
without fear of upsetting the bosses.

A big building for big ideas: Soil Science Symposium at AgriBio
Jessica Drake
Seeing the glittering AgriBio building for the first
time, you could see why it is the place for
discussing big soil science ideas. A newly built,
fully purposed building for collaboration and
agricultural science is sure to be the home of
big soil science research. The new AgriBio
building was christened with its first bigresearch Soil Science Symposium and a grand
tour for all Victorian Branch members and the
wider community, with about 90 people
attending.
The Soil Science Symposium was my first
Victorian Branch event (yes, I am reformed
NSW/ACT member), and was an absolutely
brilliant induction into the branch’s research
activities. Professor Terry Spithill introduced us to the AgriBio facility. He highlighted the importance
of the facility to foster collaboration to solve key problems in Victorian agriculture and soil science.
Professor Caixian Tang discussed the current research projects on soil-plant interactions in La Trobe
and the spanning collaboration across AgriBio. Professor Peter Sale demonstrated the positive and
exciting agronomic and economic benefits of subsoil manuring,
with the enthusiasm it deserved.
Big ideas in here: inside the new AgriBio
Building.

Dr Lori Philips and Dr Helen Hayden gave some exciting talks on
soil biology and functions in soil. Dr Philips discussed current
research on the role of managing soil biology to synchronise N
supply with N demand. Dr Hayden gave a fascinating talk on the
differences in soil biology under disease suppressive and nonsuppressive soils in wheat growing regions. She discussed
several different cutting-edge genetic techniques her team has
used in understanding the biology of these soils.
Dr Fiona Robertson and Dr Clayton Butterly presented the ‘hot
topics’ of carbon sequestration and elevated CO 2. Fiona
discussed part of the very-large C-stock analysis that
Department of Environment and Primary Industries is
undertaking across the state. Clayton focused on his current
research on the role of elevated CO2 on C-priming when using
high and low C:N organic amendments.

Vice President of the
Victorian Branch, Dr Tim
Cavagnaro and Dr Mick
Rose enjoying the
hospitality of DEPI and La
Trobe University; sponsors
of the event.

At the end of the talks, we were given a grand tour of the new
facility. As AgriBio was purpose-built, there are some really
unique design features. Not only are there laboratories for all
aspects of research (from ICP and GC to cutting-edge genomics),
but there were many shared spaces. This included break-out spaces for casual discussion, as well as
shared resource and laboratory space. The building was designed to foster the development of
relationships across organisations and between individuals. Many of us, I am sure, were thinking of
research questions we could answer in such an amazing space!
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The Soil Science Symposium really highlighted the large
amount of big, collaborative projects that are being undertaken
in Victoria. All of the research discussed was a collaborative
effort between multiple researchers and facilities. And all
projects demonstrated practical solutions to complex soil
science and agronomic problems. The sense of community,
diversity and welcomeness within the Victorian branch surely
fosters the collaborative and open approach to research.
Dr Robert van de Graff and
Dr Judith Tisdall in
discussion.

Congratulations to AgriBio on your successful event, and future
research. Thank you to Dr Clayton Butterly for organising the
event, and thanks also to the Victorian Branch Executive.

Vic Branch seminar — Soil microbial communities and their functions, presented by
Prof Ji-zheng, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Helen Suter
Professor Ji-zheng (Jim) He, a soil molecular ecologist from the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the
2013 visiting MSLE William Gamble Fellow, presented a well received seminar on 11 September at
the Dookie campus of MSLE on “Soil microbial communities and their functions”. Local members of
Soil Science Australia as well as DEPI and the University of Melbourne staff attended. Prof He talked
about the importance of the soil microbial community, outlining the role that different groups of
microbes play in nutrient cycling and soil health. Jim provided an accessible clear first principles
approach to identifying and assessing soil microbial communities and how they function, which gave
the audience a greater appreciation of the complexities of the system and the need for rigorous
research to be conducted. His talk was really interesting, easy to understand and made people
realise that some remedies may not have enough background research to support claims about
effectiveness.

Western Australia
Upcoming events


WA branch seminar: Soil of Timor, presented by Ted Griffin.
3 pm Thursday 14 November at the DAFWA South Perth Theatrette.



WA branch seminar: Introduction to the phytotarium concept and latest evidence and
Developing an integrated approach to mapping and understanding of vegetation: soil systems
across a range of scales, presented by Emeritus Professor John Pate and Dr Bill Verboom (Use
this link for event flyer.)
2–3 pm Friday 29 November at the DAFWA South Perth Theatrette.
The seminar will be followed by the WA branch AGM at 3.15–4 pm and then informal drinks and
nibbles.

Exploring soils at the ends of the Earth: soils and permafrost in the Antarctic and
Arctic
Dr Megan Balks, senior lecturer in Earth and Ocean Science at the University of Waikato, Hamilton,
NZ, presented a fascinating seminar in mid July on her experience with Antarctica soils along with
some insights into the travel adventures that come with visiting such remote parts of the planet. The
seminar can be viewed at: http://prod.lcs.uwa.edu.au:8080/ess/portal/section/3a2a617a-1101-421fa10c-f7387dbe65e8

Inaugural Boodja lecture
In September, Soil Science Australia (WA Branch) held the first WA Boodja Soil Science Lecture.
Boodja is a Noongar word for ‘land’ and the lecture series acknowledges the important role of
aboriginal understanding in the responsible management of the soil and land. The society was
honoured to have the former Governor-General, Major General the Hon. Michael Jeffery, AC, AO
(Mil), CVO, MC (Retd) present the inaugural lecture in this series. General Jeffery was appointed to
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the role of Advocate for Soil Health by the Prime Minister in 2012 to help raise public awareness of
the critical role soil plays in underpinning sustainable productivity, and of the importance of taking
an integrated approach to the management of soil, water and vegetation. General Jeffery spoke
about his passion for soils and his involvement in this important role as Advocate for Soil Health.

Seminar series: A young person’s perspective
Ross Gazey, year 12 student, Kalamunda Senior High School.
I attended a seminar presented by Dr Megan Balks, senior lecturer in Earth and Ocean Science at the
University of Waikato, Hamilton, NZ. I would like to share my view and experience of the seminar.
I was at the University of WA in mid July doing
extra study classes for year 12 in the holidays in
preparation for my exams. My father Chris Gazey,
a soil scientist at Department of Agriculture and
Food, Western Australia, suggested that in my
break between the classes I should come and
listen to a guest speaker talking about soil in the
Antarctic. This sounded interesting to me and I
decided to go along and I am very glad that I did.
The seminar was about the research done on soils
and permafrost in the Antarctic and Arctic. Dr
Balks, presented the information of her study in a
easy to follow format, although more information
on the actual research would have been very
interesting. I learned some new things and some
of the locations and geological terms that Dr Balks
used prompted me to do some further study for
my own interest.

One of the slides from the talk by
Dr Megan Balks that interested high
school student Ross Gazey.

I think that if these events were advertised to school students a few interested people like me would
turn up. The seminar was the first of its type that I have attended and this experience has made me
want to attend others like it if the opportunity arises. Talks like these would be a very good way to
introduce young people to areas of science and maybe even present potential career options that
they would not have otherwise considered. I will certainly attend more seminars like this in the
future as I found my experience of the presentation by Dr Megan Balks to be concise and very
interesting.

Mulch and compost workshops
Turning the tide on conventional soil management in vineyards
Dr Tony Proffitt, AHA Viticulture
There was a tremendous turnout for the recent Grape and Wine Research Development Corporation
(GWRDC) funded mulch and compost half-day workshops held in the Margaret River and Swan Valley
regions of WA. The workshops are part of a GWRDC ‘Regional Grassroots Solutions’ funded project
with support from Wines of Western Australia and Keith Pekin (Perth Region NRM). Over 70
vignerons, grape growers and soil biology enthusiasts registered for the two events in order to
further their knowledge on the composting
process and the potential benefits of using
mulches and composts as part of their soil
management practices. Grape marc, a byproduct of the wine industry, is a wonderful
foundation material when producing quality
compost. The workshop provided insight into
how compost is produced, and how it can
improve soil physical, chemical and biological
Vignerons, grape growers and soil biology
properties.
enthusiasts gathered at Landsave
The day in Margaret River started with everyone
Organics in Vasse.
meeting at ‘Landsave Organics’ where Brent
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Burns (proprietor) and Anthony Quinlan
(consultant, Soil Dynamics) provided an insight
into the products available and how each is
produced. The group then went to the Vasse Hall
for morning tea followed by presentations.
In the Swan Valley, the workshop was held at the
Upper Reach Winery where the trial site is
located. Dave Cullen (director, C·Wise) provided
information on the composting process and the
potential benefits of using such materials
followed by a look at the trial site and the
treatments that have been imposed. This was
then followed by morning tea and further
presentations.

Attendees inspecting compost at
Landsave Organics.

At each workshop presentations were made by
Dr Tony Proffitt (AHA Viticulture) and Dr Mardi
Longbottom (The Australian Wine Research
Institute).
Tony discussed the potential benefits of using
compost and mulch and the potential
advantages of applying it differentially, as
Swan Valley attendees inspecting the trial
opposed to uniformly, across vineyard blocks. He
site at the Upper Reach Winery.
then discussed the objectives of the project
including trial site location, measurements being
taken and preliminary results from the 2012/13 season. A fact sheet providing guidelines for those
interested in sourcing and using such products was made available to attendees.
At the Margaret River workshop, PB Foreman (Cape Mentelle Winery) provided insight into their
experience of using composts over several years. Using airborne imagery to identify zones of varying
vine vigour, PB showed how the application of compost has improved poor performing areas within
individual vineyard blocks, thereby reducing block variability and ultimately improving fruit quality.
Mardi Longbottom finished the morning sessions by outlining her somewhat different focus on soils.
The AWRI is measuring nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions from five vineyard systems in NSW, SA, Victoria
and WA that are using different vineyard floor management practices. Nitrous oxide is a gas with
greenhouse gas potential approximately 300 times that of carbon dioxide and, through this project,
vineyards will be benchmarked against other agricultural enterprises and other industries with the
end result of developing strategies for mitigating N2O emissions from vineyards.
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Events
November 2013


ASA, CSA, SSSA Annual Meetings, Tampa, Florida, 3–6 November 2013 www.acsmeetings.org



6th International Nitrogen Conference Kampala Uganda, 18–22 November 2013
www.N2013.org

December 2013


2nd Thünen Symposium on Soil Metagenomics Braunschweig Germany, 11–13 December 2013
http://www.soil-metagenomics.org/



Asia Pacific Symposium ‘Entrepreneurship and Innovation in Organic Farming Thailand Bangkok
http://www.ifoam.org/en/events/asia-pacific-regional-symposium-entrepreneurship-andinnovation-organic-farming-bangkok-2



Thünen Symposium on Soil Metagenomics Braunschweig Germany, 11–13 December 2013
http://www.soil-metagenomics.org/

January 2014


Science Summer School, Southern Cross University, 6–31 January 2014
http://www.scu.edu.au/science-summerschool

February 2014


23rd Australian Clay Minerals Society Conference, The University of Western Australia,
3–5 February 2014. Further information at http://www.smectech.com.au/ACMS/index.html or
from Prof. Robert (Bob) Gilkes, Phone: 08 6488 2509, Email: bob.gilkes@uwa.edu.au



Joint field trip for 3rd Australian Regolith Geoscientists Association Conference and the
Australian Clay Minerals Society Conference, Bunbury WA, 5 February 2014



3rd Australian Regolith Geoscientists Association Conference, Bunbury WA, 6–7 February 2014

March 2014


Soil Change Matters symposium, Bendigo, Victoria, 24–27 March 2014
http://www.soilmatters.org/



Resources and the Environment: The Next Ten Years. Science, Regulation and Social License.
Freemantle Western Australia 31 March – 1 April 2014, Link

April 2014


Soil-Waste-Water workshop, 3–5 April 2014, Landau, Germany www.soil-waste-water.de



Carbon Management, Technology and Trade Conference, Istanbul, Turkey, 4–6 April
http://www.carbonmeetings.com/



European General Assembly (EGU2014), Austria Centre, Vienna, 27 April –2 May 2014
http://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EGU2014/provisionalprogramme

May 2014


Socio-economic indicators of climate change, impacts of climate changes on sustainable
development of natural resources. Egyptian Society of Soil Science Kafr El-Sheikh, Egypt,
5–8 May 2014 www.esss.org.eg



4th National Acid Sulfate Soil Conference, Rendezvous Hotel, Perth WA,
20–21 May 2014 www.scu.edu.au/nationalassconference

June 2014


20th World Congress of Soil Science Soils Embrace Life and Universe, Jeju, Korea, 8–13 June
2014 http://www.20wcss.org/

July 2014


XVII Conference of the International Soil Conservation Organisation Medellin, Columbia
8–13 July 2014 http://iscocolombia2013.com/ingles/index.html
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August 2014


9th International Symposium AgroEnviron, “Impacts of Agrosystems on the Environment:
challenges and opportunities”, Goiânia, Brazil, 3–7 August 2014. Abstracts submission is open at
www.agroenviron2014.com

October 2014


The Soul of Soil and Civilisation, Side Antalya, Turkey, 14–16 October 2014
http://www.soil2014.com/

September 2014


21st General Meeting of the International Mineralogical Association (IMA 2014), South Africa,
1–5 September 2014

November 2014


Latin America Soil Science Congress, Cuzco Peru, 9–15 November 2014
http://www.slcs.org.mx/img/XX_Latinamerican_Soil_Science_Congress_Cusco_Peru.pdf

December 2014


“Soil Science for Future Generations”, New Zealand Society of Soil Science, Hamilton, New
Zealand, 1–4 December 2014

December 2016


New Zealand and Australian Soil Societies joint conference, Queenstown, New Zealand.
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Soil Research – Latest Issues

Soil Science Australia members can subscribe to the CSIRO Journal Soil Research when
they renew their membership at the end of the year. The renewal price for Society
members is discounted and in 2013 was $120 for a print subscription and $95 for an
electronic subscription.
Below are the contents of Volume 51 Number 5 2013 taken from the CSIRO web site

Measurements of riverbed hydraulic conductivity in a semi-arid lowland river system (Murray–
Darling Basin, Australia)
Andrew R. Taylor, Sébastien Lamontagne and Russell S. Crosbie
pp. 363–371
The hydraulic conductivity of riverbeds (Kr) is a key control on water exchange between rivers and
alluvial aquifers, but is seldom measured. Kr was measured in four tributaries of the Murray-Darling
Basin, where groundwater extraction from alluvial aquifers is extensive. While within site variability
in Kr was large, the river reaches studied could be classified as having a low or high Kr, consistent
with the two main types of riverbed texture present (clay or silty sand).
Inverse modelling with a genetic algorithm to derive hydraulic properties of a multi-layered forest
soil
Sébastien Schneider, Diederik Jacques and Dirk Mallants
pp. 372–389
Water fluxes within soil-vegetation-atmosphere (SVA) systems are an important factor in
determining the migration and cycling of nutrients and contaminants. Quantifying such water fluxes
requires numerical simulators with a level of complexity commensurate with the intended
application and soil hydraulic properties that match the model complexity. We demonstrated that
global inverse parameter optimisation routines such as genetic algorithms are powerful tools to
determine field-scale hydraulic properties of heterogeneous soil profiles for simple and complex
models. Inverse parameter optimisation has great potential to help resolve the scaling problem that
hydrologists face when they measure properties with small soil cores and then use these to simulate
complex processes over larger areas.
Edaphic and environmental controls of soil respiration and related soil processes under two
contrasting manuka and kanuka shrubland stands in North Island, New Zealand
C. B. Hedley, S. M. Lambie and J. L. Dando
pp. 390–405
Conversion of pastoral land to shrubland offers opportunity for carbon sequestration and erosion
control; and we therefore investigated soil processes relating to carbon sequestration. Results
provided evidence for strong climatic control on gas fluxes, as well as the spatially variability and
sporadic nature of gaseous emissions from soils, controlled by edaphic processes in micro-sites. The
site-specific characteristics: biomass, nutrient availability, porosity and bulk density explained ≥80%
of the variance in cumulative soil respiration at three of the four sites studied.
Distribution of organic carbon and nitrogen in soil aggregates of aspen (Populus simoniiCarr.)
woodlands in the semi-arid Loess Plateau of China
Hailong Gao, Liping Qiu, Yanjiang Zhang, Liaohong Wang, Xingchang Zhang and Jimin Cheng
pp. 406–414
The distribution of organic carbon (OC) and nitrogen (N) in soils is critical for understanding the
behaviour of C and N in soils. Here we find that soil texture play an important role in assessing the
distributions of soil OC and N and that aspen woodland would result in greater accumulation of OC
and N in loam soils of the semi-arid Loess Plateau. This study will help evaluating the potentials of
woodland in C sequestration in semiarid region.
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Impact of long-term wheat production management practices on soil acidity, phosphorus and
some micronutrients in a semi-arid Plinthosol
P. F. Loke, E. Kotzé and C. C. Du Preez
pp. 415–426
Development of sustainable soil management practices is important for food security. Cultivation is
widely recognized as a source of declining soil fertility in semi-arid regions however, conservation
tillage systems through recycling of residues improved overall soil fertility. Use of these conservation
tillage systems should contribute to better maintenance of soil and water resources in semi-arid
regions.
Changes in soil phosphorus availability and potential phosphorus loss following cessation of
phosphorus fertiliser inputs
R. J. Dodd, R. W. McDowell and L. M. Condron
pp. 427–436
Withholding phosphorus (P) fertiliser on P enriched soils is a potential strategy to decrease P loss to
surface waters. This study used isotope exchange kinetics to examine the changes in different pools
of soil phosphorus over time following a halt to P fertiliser inputs. The results suggest that halting P
fertiliser inputs will decrease environmentally important soil P pools but that the rate of decline is
slow and P enriched soils are likely to impact on water quality long after fertilisation is stopped.
Phased addition of organic and phenolic acids with phosphate fertiliser increases P availability in
an acid soil
C. R. Schefe and K. Tymms
pp. 437–446
The availability of phosphate (P) fertiliser to plants in acid soils is low, as most of the applied
phosphate is bound to soil particles, and cannot be accessed by plant roots. This proof-of-concept
paper demonstrated that combining small organic carbon compounds (organic and phenolic acids)
with phosphate fertiliser can increase the amount of plant-available P. Upon validation of these
results at a field-scale, coating of fertiliser granules with organic/phenolic compounds may enhance
phosphate fertiliser efficiency in acidic cropping soils.
Short- and mid-term tillage-induced soil CO2 efflux on irrigated permanent- and conventional-bed
planting systems with controlled traffic in southern Spain
Patricio Cid, Oscar Pérez-Priego, Francisco Orgaz and Helena Gómez-Macpherson
pp. 447–458
Soil tillage fosters CO2 emissions by favouring organic matter degradation, a quality loss that
predisposes soils to erosion, among other problems. A better understanding of how tillage and site
conditions (e.g. compaction moisture, temperature) affect CO2 emissions, particularly in irrigated
bed planting systems recently developed in Spain, is required. In our study, bed preparation
promoted CO2emissions from beds rather than furrows, while vertical tillage increased emissions in
furrows, reducing organic matter contents.
Physical properties and organic carbon content of a Typic Hapludult soil fertilised with pig slurry
and pig litter in a no-tillage system
Jucinei José Comin, Arcângelo Loss, Milton da Veiga, Renato Guardini, Djalma Eugênio Schmitt,
Paulo Armando Victoria de Oliveira, Paulo Belli Filho, Rafael da Rosa Couto, Lucas Benedet, Vilmar
Müller Júnior and Gustavo Brunetto
pp. 459–470
The substitution of mineral fertilizers with swine manure applied in a pig slurry (PS) and pig litter (PL)
form, has been proposed in locations where high densities of confined livestock are raised.
Applications PS and PL residues to the soil surface in a no-tillage system (NTS) may increase the total
organic carbon (TOC) and improve the physical properties of the soil. The PL increased the aggregate
stability and macroporosity, and reduced PR. Eight years of adding PS to successive cultivations of
soil managed under NTS produced no changes in the physical features or the TOC of the soil,
whereas the application of PL produced improvements in physical attributes of the soil and
increased soil TOC.
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Contacts
Federal Committee
President Richard Doyle CPSS-3
03 6225 2561
Richard.Doyle@utas.edu.au
Vice President Tim Overheu
08 9892 8533
Tim.Overheu@agric.wa.gov.au
Immediate Past President
Richard MacEwan CPSS-3
03 5430 4326
Richard.Macewan@dpi.vic.gov.au
Secretary Sarah Richards
03 6233 6659
secretary@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer Cathy Botta CPSS-2
03 5762 7193
c.botta@bigpond.com
Executive Officer Linda Bennison
03 5635 2370
office@soilscienceaustralia.org
CPSS Chair Steven Raine CPSS-3
07 4631 1691
steven.raine@usq.edu.au
Profile Editor Pauline Gazey
profile@soilscienceaustralia.org

New South Wales
President Ben Macdonald CPSS-3
Ben.macdonald@csiro.au
Vice President Jane Aiken CPSS-2
jane.aitken@lendlease.com
Secretary Jon Gray
nsw@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer Zoe Read CPSS (Student
Associate)
zoe.read@anu.edu.au
Northern Rivers Rep
Annabelle Keene
annabelle.keene@scu.edu.au

Vice President Gillian Kopittke
0447733991
grk80@hotmail.com
Secretary John McLean Bennett CPSS-2
07 4631 1890
John.Bennett@USQ.edu.au
qld@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer David Doolan CPSS-1
07 33163158
David.doolan@ghd.com
Newsletter Editor Olivia White
0427 889 802
skivvia@hotmail.com
Meetings Organiser 1
Silvana Santomartino CPSS-2
07 3198 2418
ssantomartino@pskenviro.com
Meetings Organiser 2 Kate Dolan
07 3170 5698
kate.dolan@derm.qld.gov.au
Far North Qld Rep John Armour
07 4048 4705
john.armour@derm.qld.gov.au
Far North Qld Proxy Andrew Biggs
07 4529 1213
andrew.biggs@dnrm.qld.gov.au
North Qld Rep David Little
07 4722 8000 / 0429 990 859
dlittle@slrconsulting.com
North Qld Proxy Katharine Brown
07 73026 7538
smakdownbrown@yahoo.com.au
Central Qld Rep Jason Perna
0418 784 827
jperna@maccoal.com.au
Central Qld Proxy Stuart Irvine Brown
0415 786 687
sirvinebrown@gmail.com

Riverina

Southern Rep
Roy Lawrie CPSS-3
lisalawrie@ozemail.com.au
Central West/West Rep
Brian Murphy CPSS-3
Brian.Murphy@environment.nsw.gov.au

President Sam North
03 5881 9999
samuel.north@dpi.nsw.gov.au
Vice President Mark Conyers
02 6938 1830
mark.conyers@industry.nsw.gov.au

Sydney Rep
Thomas Bishop
thomas.bishop@sydney.edu.au
Canberra Rep
Nathan Weber
nathan.weber@anu.edu.au

Secretary Phillip Eberbach
02 6933 2830
peberbach@csu.edu.au
Riverina@soilscienceaustralia.org

Northern Tablelands Rep
Chris Guppy CPSS-3
cguppy@une.edu.au

Queensland

Treasurer Geoff Beecher
02 6951 2725
geoff.beecher@dpi.nsw.gov.au
Publicity Jason Condon
02 6933 2278
jcondon@csu.edu.au

South Australia
President Erica Donner
08 8302 3624
Erica.Donner@unisa.edu.au
Vice President Sean Mason
08 8313 8107
sean.mason@adelaide.edu.au
Secretary Casey Doolette
08 8313 6787
casey.doolette@adelaide.edu.au
sa@soilscienceaustralia.org
Acting Treasurer Ashlea Doolette
08 8313 8107
ashlea.doolette@adelaide.edu.au
Events Coordinator Daniela Montalvo
08 8303 7284
daniela.montalvogrijalva@adelaide.edu.au

Tasmania
President Marcus Hardie
Marcus.hardie@utas.edu.au
Vice President Steven Ives
03 9005 9046
sives@cpresearch.com.au
Secretary Sam Rees
03 6229 5996
Tasmania@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer John Paul Cumming CPSS-2
03 6223 1839
jcumming@geosolutions.net.au

Victoria
President Robert Edis CPSS-3
roberte@unimelb.edu.au
Vice President Tim Cavagnaro
tim.cavagnaro@sci.monash.edu.au
Treasurer Helen Suter
03 8344 0179
helencs@unimelb.edu.au
Secretary Vanessa Wong CPSS-2
03 9905 2930
vanessa.wong@monash.edu.au
victoria@soilscienceaustralia.com

Western Australia
President Timothy Overheu
tim.overheu@agric.wa.gov.au
Vice President Richard Bell CPSS-3
08 9360 2370
R.Bell@murdoch.edu.au
Secretary Wendy Vance
W.Vance@murdoch.edu.au

wa@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer Daniel Carter

President Daniel Brough
07 3170 5634
dan_brough@outlook.com
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